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Summary
pCosmic-Ray Modified Shocks (CRMSs) are one 

of an essential prediction of the diffusive shock 
acceleration.

pWe must examine a velocity modification of 
plasma with ~ 10 % level around the SNR 
shock.

pThe polarization direction of Hα responds 
sensitively whether the shock is modified.



Supernova Remnant (SNR)

SNR 0509-67.5 (Chandra & HST)
Blue: 1.5 – 7.0 keV
Green: 0.2 – 1.5 keV
Red: Ha

γ-ray: electron or proton?

X-ray: ~TeV CR electrons
Supernova ejecta 

Ha: useful tracer of shock 
condition & physics．

From Chandra archival image

SNR shock is considered as the 
best candidate of CR origin.
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CRs excite plasma 
waves and/or heat 
up the background 
plasma．

If CRs are more 
efficiently 
accelerated, …
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The spectrum is 
determined by CRs 
themselves!

p Cosmic Ray Modified Shock (CRMS) has 
never been observed in SNR.

p The “heating” precursor can also be formed 
by photoionization (e.g. Ghavamian+00, 
Medina+14).

p The “velocity modification” would be firm 
evidence of the modification of shocks.



Cosmic-Ray Modified Shock (CRMS)

where the mass density of the upstream solar wind q was
!5.8 · 10"24 g/cm3.

The basic condition for a CRMS, the pressure balance
in the shock rest frame, qV SW2 þ P CR þ P CR;eþ
P B þ P th ! const., has been confirmed for this 1994 IP
shock Terasawa et al., 1999. (We take the ‘cosmic-ray’ par-
tial pressure PCR = 2!60–230/3, assuming isotropy of 60–
230 keV protons. Similarly, the ‘cosmic-ray’ electron par-
tial pressure PCR,e is calculated from the LEP observation
of electrons (up to 40 keV). PB and Pth are magnetic and
thermal-particle pressures, respectively.) The feature of
the CRMS is readily visible in the precursor increases of
VSW and |B| after !08:30 UT. DVSW, the amount of the
increase of VSW from the far upstream value reached

!130 km/s just before the arrival of the IP shock, which
amounted to !1/4 of the total velocity jump across the
shock front.

Fig. 2 shows an overview of the October–November
2003 event, for which we concentrate on the IP shock
arrived at Geotail position at !06:10 UT on 29 October
2003 (Terasawa et al., 2005). The Goes MeV proton mon-
itor showed that protons from several MeV to !15 MeV
had intensity maxima at the arrival of this IP shock. The
second to fourth panels of the figure show the variations
of !60–230, VSW, and |B| for the 4-h interval around the IP
shock arrival. In the figure the CRMS features similar to
those seen in Fig. 1 appeared but with a much smaller scale:
!60–230 increased exponentially toward the IP shock arrival,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the 1994 event between 19 and 23 February, during which a moderately strong IP shock came at !09:03 UT on 21 February. From
top, MeV proton fluxes obtained by the Goes particle monitor, energy density of energetic protons in the range of 60–230 keV !60–230, the solar wind
velocity VSW, and the magnitude of the magnetic field |B|. After the shock arrival VSW and |B| jumped to !900 km/s and J 20 nT, scaling out of the
coverage of these panels.

T. Terasawa et al. / Advances in Space Research 37 (2006) 1408–1412 1409

Terasawa 2006

• In situ. observation
Solar wind
Vsh 〜 100 km/s
ECR      〜 10 keV - MeV
B       〜 10 μG (MA〜 5)
Age   〜 day
Young SNR
Vsh >  1000 km/s
ECR      〜 1 GeV – 3 PeV ?
B       〜 1 - 100 μG ? 

(MA〜 1 – 100 ?)
Age   〜 100 – 1000 yr.

modification
〜10 %

~20 % of shock energy (flux) 
converted to non-thermal particles



Cosmic-Ray Modified Shock (CRMS)
et al. 2008; van Adelsberg et al. 2008; Laming et al. 2014; Vink
et al. 2015), where m v 3p d

2 is the downstream proton
temperature for the strong shock limit and vd is the upstream
flow velocity in the downstream rest frame. Therefore, when
we calculate collisional ionization by electrons, we assume that
the relative velocity between a hydrogen atom and electrons is
given by (Pauls et al. 1995)
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where vH is the velocity of the hydrogen atom and the mean
velocity of electrons is assumed to be the mean velocity of
protons, up, and the electron temperature is assumed to be
T 0e = and T m v0.01 3e p d

2= in the upstream and downstream
regions, respectively.

2.1. Simulation Setup

We perform two-dimensional hybrid simulations in the xy
plane. We inject simulation particles with a positive drift
velocity at the left boundary, x=0, and the simulation
particles are specularly reflected at the right boundary. Then,
a collisionless shock is produced and propagates to the left
boundary as time goes on, that is, the simulation frame
corresponds to the downstream rest frame. We impose the
periodic boundary condition in the y direction. The simulation
box size is L L c c77, 600 800x y pp ppw w´ = ´ , where c
and ppw are the speed of light and plasma frequency of protons,
respectively. The cell size and time step are x y c ppwD = D =
and t 8.333 10 3

cp
1D = ´ W- - , respectively. Initially, we put 64

protons and 64 hydrogen atoms in each cell and the magnetic
field is taken to be spatially homogenous, pointing in the y
direction, B eB y0= . Therefore, a perpendicular shock is
formed in this simulation, where the shock normal direction
is perpendicular to upstream mean magnetic field lines. For
parameters of the upstream plasma, we set f 0.5,i =

0.5p Hb b= = , and v v30 1000 km sd A
1= = - , where

f , ,i p Hb b , and vd are the upstream ionization fraction, the
ratio of the proton pressure to the magnetic pressure, the ratio
of the hydrogen pressure to the magnetic pressure, and the drift
velocity of the x direction, respectively. v B 4A 0 p,0pr= is
the Alfvén velocity defined by the proton mass density in the
far upstream region, p,0r .

2.2. Simulation Results

In Figure 1, we show the shock structures of the proton
density, p p,0r r , magnetic field B B B B B B B B, , ,x y z0 0 0 0∣ ∣ ,
and the fluid velocity in the downstream rest frame,
u v u v,x yd d, at time t 2000 cp

1= W - , where ux and uy are x
and y components of the mean proton velocity, respectively.
The shock front is located at about x c57, 600 ppw= and the
left side of the shock front is the upstream region. The shock
velocity is v v v4 3 40 1333 km ssh d A

1» = = - in the
upstream rest frame. If we use another Alfvén velocity,
v B 4A,tot 0 p,0 H,0( )p r r= + , defined by the total mass
density, the shock velocity is expressed as v v57sh A,tot» in
the upstream rest frame, where H,0r is the upstream hydrogen
mass density.

Large amplitude density fluctuations are observed both in the
upstream and downstream regions. In our previous simulation
for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - , the proton density is correlated

with the magnetic field strength in the upstream region and the
wave vector is highly oblique to the magnetic field direction,
that is, the fast magnetosonic modes are excited (Ohira 2014).
In this simulation for v v30 1000 km sd A

1= = - , the correla-
tion is observed in many upstream regions, but anticorrelation
between the proton density and the magnetic field strength is
observed in high-density filaments of the upstream region and
the wave vector is almost parallel to the initial magnetic field
direction. The velocity field in Figure 1 (uy) shows that the
upstream filamentary structures are produced by compression
in the y direction. The compression motion is driven by the
magnetic pressure of large amplitude Alfvén waves propagat-
ing to the initial magnetic field direction (see Bx and Bz in
Figure 1). The upstream Alfvén waves are excited by the
pressure anisotropy produced by the ionization of leaking
neutral particles (Ohira 2013b).
The amplitude of the filamentary structures in the upstream

region is about 5p p,0dr r » . Such large density fluctuations
produce rippled shock structures and turbulence in the
downstream region (see velocity structures ux and uy in
Figure 1). As a result, downstream magnetic fields are

Figure 1. Two-dimensional shock structures at t 2000 cp
1= W- . From top to

bottom, the panels show proton density, pr , magnetic field strength, B∣ ∣, each
component of the magnetic field, B B B, ,x y z, and fluid velocity of protons in
the downstream rest frame, u u,x y. The left regions (x c57600 ppw< ) are
upstream regions.
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional shock structures at t 2000 cp
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bottom, the panels show proton density, pr , magnetic field strength, B∣ ∣, each
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amplified by the turbulence, which was suggested by Ohira
(2013b). In this paper, we first demonstrated via hybrid
simulations that even though shocks propagate partially ionized
plasmas, magnetic fields are amplified up to near the
equipartition level by the downstream turbulence. Figure 1
shows that downstream magnetic fields are locally amplified
over 30B0 and the spatially averaged value is about B15 0 at
x c58, 400 ppw= , that is, a significant fraction of the
upstream kinetic energy is converted to the magnetic field
energy. After the magnetic field strength reaches a saturation
level, it gradually decays as the turbulence decays. The decay
length scale is about c300 ppw , which is much smaller than the
observable length scale. However, once particles are acceler-
ated by DSA, density fluctuations with larger length scales
would be generated by the accelerated particles (Caprioli &
Spitkovsky 2013). If so, the decay length scale of magnetic
fields would be larger. Although simulations in this paper are a
two-dimensional system, it has been demonstrated by the three-
dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulation that the turbu-
lence does amplify magnetic fields up to near the equipartition
level (Inoue et al. 2010). Therefore, actual higher Alfvén Mach
number shocks can be expected to amplify magnetic fields
more strongly.

The amplitude of the magnetic field fluctuations is
B B 30d » in the upstream region. The coherent length scale
of magnetic field structures is of the order of the gyroradius of
upstream pickup ions. The pickup ions are preferentially
accelerated by charge exchange and pickup processes (Ohira
2013b). Therefore, the observed magnetic turbulence is
important for injection into DSA. Simulations in this paper
are performed in the two-dimensional system, so that particle
diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic field line is artificially
surpassed (Jokipii et al. 1993; Giacalone & Jokipii 1994).
Therefore, we can expect DSA in perpendicular shocks
propagating into partially ionized plasmas for a real three-
dimensional system, which will be addressed in future works.

There are no clear mirror mode structures in the downstream
region, although we observed that in the previous simulation
for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - . The mirror mode is excited by
the pressure anisotropy of pickup ions produced in the
downstream region (Raymond et al. 2008). However, magnetic
field lines are not ordered in the downstream region of this
simulation, so pickup ions produced in the downstream regions
do not have pressure anisotropy and the mirror mode is not
excited.

In Figure 2, we show one-dimensional shock structures
averaged over the y direction at time t 2000 cp

1= W- . The red,
blue, and black lines indicate the mean proton velocity of the x
direction, u up p,0, the proton density, 0.1 p p,0r r , and the
ionization fraction, fi, respectively. As with our previous
simulation, the plasma flow is gradually decelerated within the
ionization length scale but the shock modification is larger than
that of the previous simulation for v 2000 km sd

1= - . This is
because more hydrogen atoms leak into the upstream region for
v 1000 km sd

1= - than that for v 2000 km sd
1= - . The number

of leaking neutral particles increases with the ratio of the charge
exchange rate to the collisional ionization rate. The ratio
decreases with the shock velocity so that more hydrogen atoms
leak into the upstream region in this simulation compared with
our previous simulation. The ratio of the fluid velocity just in
front of the shock to that just behind the shock is about 3.2 and
the total compression ratio is about 4 in this simulation. If

particles are accelerated by DSA in this velocity structure, the
momentum spectrum, dN/dp, becomes steeper than p 2- (Blasi
et al. 2012; Ohira 2012).
Figure 3 shows the phase space at time t 2000 cp

1= W - . It
can be seen that there are many leaking hydrogen atoms in the
upstream region. Downstream hot hydrogen atoms produced by
charge exchange can leak into the upstream region because
they do not interact with electromagnetic fields and some of
them have a velocity faster than the shock velocity. Because the
ionization rate dominates over the charge exchange rate for
v 3000 km srel

1> - , the maximum velocity of leaking neutral
particles is about 3000 km s 1- , which is v90 A in this
simulation. The leaking hydrogen atoms are ionized by
upstream particles and picked up by the upstream flow and
become pickup ions. All the upstream protons are mainly
thermalized at the collisionless shock at x c57, 600 ppw= .
In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the z component of the

velocity distribution of hydrogen atoms in the downstream
region, c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w , at time t =
2000 cp

1W - . For the standard model of Hα emission from
SNRs (Chevalier & Raymond 1978), the velocity distribution

Figure 2. Shock structures averaged over the y direction at t 2000 cp
1= W- . The

red, blue, and black lines show the fluid velocity normalized by the far
upstream value, u vx d, the proton density normalized by 10 times the far
upstream value, 0.1 p p,0r r , and the ionization fraction, fi, respectively.

Figure 3. Phase space plots of protons (top) and hydrogen atoms (bottom)
att 2000 cp

1= W- . The color shows the phase space density in logarithmic scale.
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has two components (narrow and broad). The dashed line in the
left panel of Figure 4 shows a Gaussian distribution with
dispersion v2 32

d
2s = , which corresponds to the broad

component of the standard model. It can be seen that the
velocity distribution has three components (narrow, intermedi-
ate, and broad) in this simulation. The intermediate component
originates from protons thermalized by the collisionless shock.
Because upstream cold protons are significantly decelerated
before they interact with the collisionless shock (see Figure 2),
the downstream temperature of these protons becomes lower
than that of the standard model. The lost kinetic energy of
upstream cold protons mainly converts to the kinetic energy of
pickup ions. As a result, the width of the intermediate
component becomes smaller than expected from the standard
model. The broadest component is produced by protons ionized
in the downstream region. Upstream neutral particles penetrate
the collisionless shock front without energy exchange with
pickup ions, so protons ionized in the downstream region have
a kinetic energy of m v 2p d

2 . Therefore, the width of the
broadest component is the same as that of the standard model.
As with the standard model, the narrowest component
originates from upstream hydrogen atoms (before charge
exchange). We do not see any heating of upstream hydrogen
atoms in this simulation, so the velocity dispersion of the
narrowest component in this simulation corresponds to the
temperature of the far upstream region. Morlino et al. (2012)
proposed the three-component structure of Hα emission, but
the formation mechanism is different from our results. Their
intermediate component originates from the neutral precursor
region, and the velocity dispersion is of the order of
100 km s 1- , which is much smaller than that in this simulation.
Interestingly, the three-component structure is observed in the
SNR Tycho (Raymond et al. 2010). If the broadest component
is not identified as Hα emission, we will mistakenly identify
the intermediate component as the broad component of the
standard model of Hα emission from SNRs and mistakenly
estimate the downstream temperature. Therefore, estimating the
downstream temperature from Hα emission requires careful
attention.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows energy spectra of protons
and hydrogen atoms in the downstream region,

c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w , at time t 2000 cp
1= W - .

Some protons are accelerated to over 10 times the initial kinetic
energy, E m v 20 p d

2= . As with previous simulations, particles
are accelerated by charge exchange and pickup processes
(Ohira 2013b). The typical energy becomes E E10 0= after the
first cycle of the acceleration (Ohira 2013b). Almost all
accelerated particles experience only the first cycle of the

acceleration and the energy spectrum has a cutoff at E E10 0»
in the previous simulation for v 2000 km sd

1= - . On the other
hand, the energy spectrum has a cutoff at E E60 0» in this
simulation for v 1000 km sd

1= - because some accelerated
particle can experience the second cycle of the acceleration.
The maximum velocity of leaking neutral particles is about
3000 km s 1- in the downstream rest frame. After ionization in
the upstream region, they are picked up by the upstream flow
and their velocity becomes about 4000 km s 1- in the upstream
rest frame. The picked up particles interact with the shock and
are heated to v 8000 km s 1» - , that is, the kinetic energy
becomes E E64 0» , which is comparable to the cutoff energy
in this simulation. The total kinetic energy of non-thermal
particles is about 29% of the total kinetic energy of all particles
in this simulation, where the non-thermal particles are defined
by E E4 0> .
As mentioned above, particle diffusion that is perpendicular

to the magnetic field line is artificially surpassed in our two-
dimensional simulations, so we cannot follow further accel-
eration by DSA. However, several early studies have already
show that once CRs are injected, magnetic field fluctuations are
excited by CRs even though there are neutral hydrogen atoms
(Drury et al. 1996; Bykov & Toptygin 2005; Reville
et al. 2007). Therefore, we can expect further acceleration by
DSA in a real three-dimensional system.

3. DISCUSSION

We briefly mention simulation results for other shock
velocities in order to discuss the dependence on the upstream
velocity (shock velocity) and Alfvén Mach number. The
upstream velocities of our previous simulation and this simulation
are v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - and v v30 1000 km sd A
1= = - ,

respectively. In addition to that, we perform two other
simulations for v v10 1000 km sd A

1= = - and v v30d A= =
2000 km s 1- . For v v10 1000 km sd A

1= = - , the phase space
plot, one-dimensional shock structures, the velocity distribution,
and energy spectra are similar to those of this simulation for
v v30 1000 km sd A

1= = - , but the large magnetic field ampli-
fication is not observed. For v v30 2000 km sd A

1= = - , the
phase space plot, one-dimensional shock structures, the velocity
distribution, and energy spectra are similar to those of our
previous simulation for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - , and mag-
netic fields are slightly amplified. Therefore, only magnetic fields
strongly depend on the Alfvén Mach number of shocks and
others strongly depend on the shock velocity. All results should
depend on other parameters (ionization fraction, electron
temperature, and magnetic field orientation). Systematic studies
will address this in future works.
In this paper, we use artificially large cross-sections of

charge exchange and collisional ionization in order to reduce
the ionization length scale and timescale. For actual SNR
shocks, the length scale of a neutral precursor region becomes
larger than that of our simulations. Then the size of turbulent
regions would be larger than those for this simulation, and the
second order acceleration would become important (Ohira
2013a). The growth rates of instabilities in this simulation
might be artificially increased by a factor of 103. In actual SNR
shocks, the amplitudes of excited waves would be smaller than
those in this simulation because of several damping mechan-
isms. On the other hand, the Alfvén Mach number of actual
young SNRs is larger than that in this simulation; that is, the
free energy of leaking particles of realistic young SNRs is

Figure 4. Velocity distribution of hydrogen atoms (left) and energy spectra (right)
in the downstream region, c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w ,t 2000 cp

1= W- .
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Hybrid simulation of 
SNR shocks traveling in 
partially ionized 
medium by Ohira 16.

Age 〜 0.1 day
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wave vector is highly oblique to the magnetic field direction,
that is, the fast magnetosonic modes are excited (Ohira 2014).
In this simulation for v v30 1000 km sd A

1= = - , the correla-
tion is observed in many upstream regions, but anticorrelation
between the proton density and the magnetic field strength is
observed in high-density filaments of the upstream region and
the wave vector is almost parallel to the initial magnetic field
direction. The velocity field in Figure 1 (uy) shows that the
upstream filamentary structures are produced by compression
in the y direction. The compression motion is driven by the
magnetic pressure of large amplitude Alfvén waves propagat-
ing to the initial magnetic field direction (see Bx and Bz in
Figure 1). The upstream Alfvén waves are excited by the
pressure anisotropy produced by the ionization of leaking
neutral particles (Ohira 2013b).
The amplitude of the filamentary structures in the upstream

region is about 5p p,0dr r » . Such large density fluctuations
produce rippled shock structures and turbulence in the
downstream region (see velocity structures ux and uy in
Figure 1). As a result, downstream magnetic fields are

Figure 1. Two-dimensional shock structures at t 2000 cp
1= W- . From top to

bottom, the panels show proton density, pr , magnetic field strength, B∣ ∣, each
component of the magnetic field, B B B, ,x y z, and fluid velocity of protons in
the downstream rest frame, u u,x y. The left regions (x c57600 ppw< ) are
upstream regions.
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et al. 2008; van Adelsberg et al. 2008; Laming et al. 2014; Vink
et al. 2015), where m v 3p d

2 is the downstream proton
temperature for the strong shock limit and vd is the upstream
flow velocity in the downstream rest frame. Therefore, when
we calculate collisional ionization by electrons, we assume that
the relative velocity between a hydrogen atom and electrons is
given by (Pauls et al. 1995)

v uv
kT
m

8
, 1rel,eH

e

e
H p

2∣ ∣ ( )
p

= + -

where vH is the velocity of the hydrogen atom and the mean
velocity of electrons is assumed to be the mean velocity of
protons, up, and the electron temperature is assumed to be
T 0e = and T m v0.01 3e p d

2= in the upstream and downstream
regions, respectively.

2.1. Simulation Setup

We perform two-dimensional hybrid simulations in the xy
plane. We inject simulation particles with a positive drift
velocity at the left boundary, x=0, and the simulation
particles are specularly reflected at the right boundary. Then,
a collisionless shock is produced and propagates to the left
boundary as time goes on, that is, the simulation frame
corresponds to the downstream rest frame. We impose the
periodic boundary condition in the y direction. The simulation
box size is L L c c77, 600 800x y pp ppw w´ = ´ , where c
and ppw are the speed of light and plasma frequency of protons,
respectively. The cell size and time step are x y c ppwD = D =
and t 8.333 10 3

cp
1D = ´ W- - , respectively. Initially, we put 64

protons and 64 hydrogen atoms in each cell and the magnetic
field is taken to be spatially homogenous, pointing in the y
direction, B eB y0= . Therefore, a perpendicular shock is
formed in this simulation, where the shock normal direction
is perpendicular to upstream mean magnetic field lines. For
parameters of the upstream plasma, we set f 0.5,i =

0.5p Hb b= = , and v v30 1000 km sd A
1= = - , where

f , ,i p Hb b , and vd are the upstream ionization fraction, the
ratio of the proton pressure to the magnetic pressure, the ratio
of the hydrogen pressure to the magnetic pressure, and the drift
velocity of the x direction, respectively. v B 4A 0 p,0pr= is
the Alfvén velocity defined by the proton mass density in the
far upstream region, p,0r .

2.2. Simulation Results

In Figure 1, we show the shock structures of the proton
density, p p,0r r , magnetic field B B B B B B B B, , ,x y z0 0 0 0∣ ∣ ,
and the fluid velocity in the downstream rest frame,
u v u v,x yd d, at time t 2000 cp

1= W - , where ux and uy are x
and y components of the mean proton velocity, respectively.
The shock front is located at about x c57, 600 ppw= and the
left side of the shock front is the upstream region. The shock
velocity is v v v4 3 40 1333 km ssh d A

1» = = - in the
upstream rest frame. If we use another Alfvén velocity,
v B 4A,tot 0 p,0 H,0( )p r r= + , defined by the total mass
density, the shock velocity is expressed as v v57sh A,tot» in
the upstream rest frame, where H,0r is the upstream hydrogen
mass density.

Large amplitude density fluctuations are observed both in the
upstream and downstream regions. In our previous simulation
for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - , the proton density is correlated

with the magnetic field strength in the upstream region and the
wave vector is highly oblique to the magnetic field direction,
that is, the fast magnetosonic modes are excited (Ohira 2014).
In this simulation for v v30 1000 km sd A

1= = - , the correla-
tion is observed in many upstream regions, but anticorrelation
between the proton density and the magnetic field strength is
observed in high-density filaments of the upstream region and
the wave vector is almost parallel to the initial magnetic field
direction. The velocity field in Figure 1 (uy) shows that the
upstream filamentary structures are produced by compression
in the y direction. The compression motion is driven by the
magnetic pressure of large amplitude Alfvén waves propagat-
ing to the initial magnetic field direction (see Bx and Bz in
Figure 1). The upstream Alfvén waves are excited by the
pressure anisotropy produced by the ionization of leaking
neutral particles (Ohira 2013b).
The amplitude of the filamentary structures in the upstream

region is about 5p p,0dr r » . Such large density fluctuations
produce rippled shock structures and turbulence in the
downstream region (see velocity structures ux and uy in
Figure 1). As a result, downstream magnetic fields are

Figure 1. Two-dimensional shock structures at t 2000 cp
1= W- . From top to

bottom, the panels show proton density, pr , magnetic field strength, B∣ ∣, each
component of the magnetic field, B B B, ,x y z, and fluid velocity of protons in
the downstream rest frame, u u,x y. The left regions (x c57600 ppw< ) are
upstream regions.
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amplified by the turbulence, which was suggested by Ohira
(2013b). In this paper, we first demonstrated via hybrid
simulations that even though shocks propagate partially ionized
plasmas, magnetic fields are amplified up to near the
equipartition level by the downstream turbulence. Figure 1
shows that downstream magnetic fields are locally amplified
over 30B0 and the spatially averaged value is about B15 0 at
x c58, 400 ppw= , that is, a significant fraction of the
upstream kinetic energy is converted to the magnetic field
energy. After the magnetic field strength reaches a saturation
level, it gradually decays as the turbulence decays. The decay
length scale is about c300 ppw , which is much smaller than the
observable length scale. However, once particles are acceler-
ated by DSA, density fluctuations with larger length scales
would be generated by the accelerated particles (Caprioli &
Spitkovsky 2013). If so, the decay length scale of magnetic
fields would be larger. Although simulations in this paper are a
two-dimensional system, it has been demonstrated by the three-
dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulation that the turbu-
lence does amplify magnetic fields up to near the equipartition
level (Inoue et al. 2010). Therefore, actual higher Alfvén Mach
number shocks can be expected to amplify magnetic fields
more strongly.

The amplitude of the magnetic field fluctuations is
B B 30d » in the upstream region. The coherent length scale
of magnetic field structures is of the order of the gyroradius of
upstream pickup ions. The pickup ions are preferentially
accelerated by charge exchange and pickup processes (Ohira
2013b). Therefore, the observed magnetic turbulence is
important for injection into DSA. Simulations in this paper
are performed in the two-dimensional system, so that particle
diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic field line is artificially
surpassed (Jokipii et al. 1993; Giacalone & Jokipii 1994).
Therefore, we can expect DSA in perpendicular shocks
propagating into partially ionized plasmas for a real three-
dimensional system, which will be addressed in future works.

There are no clear mirror mode structures in the downstream
region, although we observed that in the previous simulation
for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - . The mirror mode is excited by
the pressure anisotropy of pickup ions produced in the
downstream region (Raymond et al. 2008). However, magnetic
field lines are not ordered in the downstream region of this
simulation, so pickup ions produced in the downstream regions
do not have pressure anisotropy and the mirror mode is not
excited.

In Figure 2, we show one-dimensional shock structures
averaged over the y direction at time t 2000 cp

1= W- . The red,
blue, and black lines indicate the mean proton velocity of the x
direction, u up p,0, the proton density, 0.1 p p,0r r , and the
ionization fraction, fi, respectively. As with our previous
simulation, the plasma flow is gradually decelerated within the
ionization length scale but the shock modification is larger than
that of the previous simulation for v 2000 km sd

1= - . This is
because more hydrogen atoms leak into the upstream region for
v 1000 km sd

1= - than that for v 2000 km sd
1= - . The number

of leaking neutral particles increases with the ratio of the charge
exchange rate to the collisional ionization rate. The ratio
decreases with the shock velocity so that more hydrogen atoms
leak into the upstream region in this simulation compared with
our previous simulation. The ratio of the fluid velocity just in
front of the shock to that just behind the shock is about 3.2 and
the total compression ratio is about 4 in this simulation. If

particles are accelerated by DSA in this velocity structure, the
momentum spectrum, dN/dp, becomes steeper than p 2- (Blasi
et al. 2012; Ohira 2012).
Figure 3 shows the phase space at time t 2000 cp

1= W - . It
can be seen that there are many leaking hydrogen atoms in the
upstream region. Downstream hot hydrogen atoms produced by
charge exchange can leak into the upstream region because
they do not interact with electromagnetic fields and some of
them have a velocity faster than the shock velocity. Because the
ionization rate dominates over the charge exchange rate for
v 3000 km srel

1> - , the maximum velocity of leaking neutral
particles is about 3000 km s 1- , which is v90 A in this
simulation. The leaking hydrogen atoms are ionized by
upstream particles and picked up by the upstream flow and
become pickup ions. All the upstream protons are mainly
thermalized at the collisionless shock at x c57, 600 ppw= .
In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the z component of the

velocity distribution of hydrogen atoms in the downstream
region, c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w , at time t =
2000 cp

1W - . For the standard model of Hα emission from
SNRs (Chevalier & Raymond 1978), the velocity distribution

Figure 2. Shock structures averaged over the y direction at t 2000 cp
1= W- . The

red, blue, and black lines show the fluid velocity normalized by the far
upstream value, u vx d, the proton density normalized by 10 times the far
upstream value, 0.1 p p,0r r , and the ionization fraction, fi, respectively.

Figure 3. Phase space plots of protons (top) and hydrogen atoms (bottom)
att 2000 cp

1= W- . The color shows the phase space density in logarithmic scale.
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has two components (narrow and broad). The dashed line in the
left panel of Figure 4 shows a Gaussian distribution with
dispersion v2 32

d
2s = , which corresponds to the broad

component of the standard model. It can be seen that the
velocity distribution has three components (narrow, intermedi-
ate, and broad) in this simulation. The intermediate component
originates from protons thermalized by the collisionless shock.
Because upstream cold protons are significantly decelerated
before they interact with the collisionless shock (see Figure 2),
the downstream temperature of these protons becomes lower
than that of the standard model. The lost kinetic energy of
upstream cold protons mainly converts to the kinetic energy of
pickup ions. As a result, the width of the intermediate
component becomes smaller than expected from the standard
model. The broadest component is produced by protons ionized
in the downstream region. Upstream neutral particles penetrate
the collisionless shock front without energy exchange with
pickup ions, so protons ionized in the downstream region have
a kinetic energy of m v 2p d

2 . Therefore, the width of the
broadest component is the same as that of the standard model.
As with the standard model, the narrowest component
originates from upstream hydrogen atoms (before charge
exchange). We do not see any heating of upstream hydrogen
atoms in this simulation, so the velocity dispersion of the
narrowest component in this simulation corresponds to the
temperature of the far upstream region. Morlino et al. (2012)
proposed the three-component structure of Hα emission, but
the formation mechanism is different from our results. Their
intermediate component originates from the neutral precursor
region, and the velocity dispersion is of the order of
100 km s 1- , which is much smaller than that in this simulation.
Interestingly, the three-component structure is observed in the
SNR Tycho (Raymond et al. 2010). If the broadest component
is not identified as Hα emission, we will mistakenly identify
the intermediate component as the broad component of the
standard model of Hα emission from SNRs and mistakenly
estimate the downstream temperature. Therefore, estimating the
downstream temperature from Hα emission requires careful
attention.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows energy spectra of protons
and hydrogen atoms in the downstream region,

c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w , at time t 2000 cp
1= W - .

Some protons are accelerated to over 10 times the initial kinetic
energy, E m v 20 p d

2= . As with previous simulations, particles
are accelerated by charge exchange and pickup processes
(Ohira 2013b). The typical energy becomes E E10 0= after the
first cycle of the acceleration (Ohira 2013b). Almost all
accelerated particles experience only the first cycle of the

acceleration and the energy spectrum has a cutoff at E E10 0»
in the previous simulation for v 2000 km sd

1= - . On the other
hand, the energy spectrum has a cutoff at E E60 0» in this
simulation for v 1000 km sd

1= - because some accelerated
particle can experience the second cycle of the acceleration.
The maximum velocity of leaking neutral particles is about
3000 km s 1- in the downstream rest frame. After ionization in
the upstream region, they are picked up by the upstream flow
and their velocity becomes about 4000 km s 1- in the upstream
rest frame. The picked up particles interact with the shock and
are heated to v 8000 km s 1» - , that is, the kinetic energy
becomes E E64 0» , which is comparable to the cutoff energy
in this simulation. The total kinetic energy of non-thermal
particles is about 29% of the total kinetic energy of all particles
in this simulation, where the non-thermal particles are defined
by E E4 0> .
As mentioned above, particle diffusion that is perpendicular

to the magnetic field line is artificially surpassed in our two-
dimensional simulations, so we cannot follow further accel-
eration by DSA. However, several early studies have already
show that once CRs are injected, magnetic field fluctuations are
excited by CRs even though there are neutral hydrogen atoms
(Drury et al. 1996; Bykov & Toptygin 2005; Reville
et al. 2007). Therefore, we can expect further acceleration by
DSA in a real three-dimensional system.

3. DISCUSSION

We briefly mention simulation results for other shock
velocities in order to discuss the dependence on the upstream
velocity (shock velocity) and Alfvén Mach number. The
upstream velocities of our previous simulation and this simulation
are v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - and v v30 1000 km sd A
1= = - ,

respectively. In addition to that, we perform two other
simulations for v v10 1000 km sd A

1= = - and v v30d A= =
2000 km s 1- . For v v10 1000 km sd A

1= = - , the phase space
plot, one-dimensional shock structures, the velocity distribution,
and energy spectra are similar to those of this simulation for
v v30 1000 km sd A

1= = - , but the large magnetic field ampli-
fication is not observed. For v v30 2000 km sd A

1= = - , the
phase space plot, one-dimensional shock structures, the velocity
distribution, and energy spectra are similar to those of our
previous simulation for v v10 2000 km sd A

1= = - , and mag-
netic fields are slightly amplified. Therefore, only magnetic fields
strongly depend on the Alfvén Mach number of shocks and
others strongly depend on the shock velocity. All results should
depend on other parameters (ionization fraction, electron
temperature, and magnetic field orientation). Systematic studies
will address this in future works.
In this paper, we use artificially large cross-sections of

charge exchange and collisional ionization in order to reduce
the ionization length scale and timescale. For actual SNR
shocks, the length scale of a neutral precursor region becomes
larger than that of our simulations. Then the size of turbulent
regions would be larger than those for this simulation, and the
second order acceleration would become important (Ohira
2013a). The growth rates of instabilities in this simulation
might be artificially increased by a factor of 103. In actual SNR
shocks, the amplitudes of excited waves would be smaller than
those in this simulation because of several damping mechan-
isms. On the other hand, the Alfvén Mach number of actual
young SNRs is larger than that in this simulation; that is, the
free energy of leaking particles of realistic young SNRs is

Figure 4. Velocity distribution of hydrogen atoms (left) and energy spectra (right)
in the downstream region, c x c57, 700 72, 900pp pp- -w w ,t 2000 cp

1= W- .
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Hybrid simulation of 
SNR shocks traveling in 
partially ionized 
medium by Ohira 16.
Age 〜 0.1 day

p The implied modification is about 10 %.

We must examine such modification of plasma 
located at a distance of kpc scale.

Challenging!



Supernova Remnant (SNR)

SNR 0509-67.5 (Chandra & HST)
Blue: 1.5 – 7.0 keV
Green: 0.2 – 1.5 keV
Red: Ha

γ-ray: electron or proton?

X-ray: ~TeV CR electrons
Supernova ejecta 

Ha: useful tracer of shock 
condition & physics．

From Chandra archival image

SNR shock is considered as the 
best candidate of CR origin.

Ha emissions reflect a plasma condition 
around the shock (e.g. Raymond 91 for review).
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Figure 3. Hα brightness profile across the shock normal extracted from cut 04. The bright narrow peak is believed to correspond to the emission from the narrow
region of the immediate postshock area. The emission extends up to 4′′ toward upstream, which is interpreted as emission from the shock precursor. The small bumps
in the profile (marked with small vertical bars) are likely the projection of other SFs.
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Figure 4. Hα brightness profiles across the shock normals in different regions
marked in Figure 2. The profiles are fitted with multiple components of toy
precursor models. The gray area represents the accumulated emission from all
models, and the solid lines represent emission from projected individual shocks.

around ∼0.′′3. A relatively large L of ∼2′′is found in cut 01,
but this is likely to be overestimated due to the much stronger
local curvature of the shock in this region. We also note that for
profiles in cuts 02 and 03, where the structure of the overlapping
shocks is quite complex, the fitted precursor parameters are
somewhat sensitive to the assumed baseline and also the number
of shock components. These can cause ∼20%–30% systematic
uncertainties on the fitted parameters.

We now consider a more realistic precursor model that
assumes an exponential temperature profile (similar to the above
toy model) in the precursor. The model calculates the ionization
of hydrogen atoms throughout the shock and the emissivity of
Hα and Lyβ lines. The radiative transfer of the Lyβ line is
computed using the Monte Carlo technique to account for the
Hα enhancement by Lyβ trapping. The model has been utilized
by Wagner et al. (2009) to interpret the result of Lee07. We adopt
the parameters used in Wagner et al. (2009): the shock velocity of
2000 km s−1, the preshock density of 1 cm−3, and the preshock
neutral fraction of 0.85. More details of the model and the input
parameters can be found in Wagner et al. (2009). The extensive
discussion of the detailed modeling and associated uncertainties

is beyond the scope of this Letter, and here we simply present a
brief summary of the results. For cuts 02, 03, and 04, we estimate
peak temperatures in the precursor Tpeak = 80,000–100,000 K,
and the precursor length scale L = (5–7) × 1016 cm. As in
the toy model, a larger length scale is required for cut 01. The
estimated length scales of the precursor are generally larger than
those estimated from the simple toy model. This is because the
Hα emissivity is sensitive to the temperature, i.e., the emissivity
profile increases more rapidly than the temperature profile, thus
effectively reducing the length scale. We note that the precursor
parameters are in agreement with the results of Wagner et al.
(2009), while the length scale is slightly larger.

4. ORIGIN OF THE PRECURSOR

The existence of a thin precursor has been suggested from
previous observations. The spectral profiles of the Hα narrow
component trace the velocity distribution of the gas entering
the shocks, and those observed in SNRs have widths 40–60
km s−1 (e.g., Smith et al. 1994; Sollerman et al. 2003). This
is too large for the temperature of the ambient gas, as all the
hydrogen would have been ionized at the implied temperature
and no Balmer filament should exist. Instead, the observed
line width is suggested to represent the gas heated in the
precursor, which is thin enough for the preshock neutrals
not to be completely ionized. Also, the observed flux ratio
of the Hα broad component and the narrow component was
sometimes found to be smaller than what models predict (e.g.,
Ghavamian et al. 2003; Rakowski et al. 2009), and the excessive
narrow component emission was attributed to the contribution of
emission from the precursor (Ghavamian et al. 2001; Rakowski
et al. 2009).

The characteristics of the precursor revealed by our HST ob-
servations are consistent with results from previous observa-
tions. The peak temperature in the precursor may be relatively
higher than the temperature implied by the line width of the Hα
narrow component. However, the temperature we modeled is the
electron temperature, which might not be in equilibrium with
the neutral hydrogen atoms. Also, the velocity profiles of the
Hα emission could deviate from a Gaussian profile (Ghavamian
et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2007; Raymond et al. 2010), and a simple
line width may not be an adequate temperature indicator. Our
observations show that the emission from the precursor is a sig-
nificant contributor to the Hα narrow component. We estimate
that the precursor emission may contribute up to 30%–40%

Tycho’s SNR (Lee+2010)

Photoionization?



CR precursor (see also Sollerman et al. 2003, reporting a hint
of the CR precursor from Kepler’s SNR). Therefore, it is
essential to accumulate observational information about CR
precursors by observing other Balmer-dominated shocks.

Balmer-dominated shocks in the Cygnus Loop offer a unique
opportunity for the study of thin precursors, thanks to its
proximity—it is the closest (d= 540 80

100
-
+ pc: Blair et al. 2005)

among 11 SNRs (both in our Galaxy and the LMC) associated
with Balmer-dominated shocks, with 1″ corresponding to
2.6×10−3 pc. Recently, Medina et al. (2014) performed high-
resolution spectroscopy of a number of shocks along with
diffuse emission 2 5 ahead of northeastern (NE) shocks of the
Cygnus Loop. They found that Hα line widths in the diffuse
regions are as narrow as ∼29 km s−1, while Hα profiles of the
shocks themselves consist of broader narrow (∼36 km s−1) and
broad (∼250 km s−1) components. They suggested that the Hα
broadening of ∼29 km s−1 in the diffuse region is due to
photoionization, and speculated that the additional broadening
of the narrow component at the shock originates from a thin CR
precursor. Like Tycho’s Knot g (Lee et al. 2007), such a thin
precursor may be detected by spatially resolved spectroscopy
of the Balmer-dominated shock.

Here, we present high-resolution long-slit spectra which are
spatially resolved perpendicular to the best-studied Balmer-
dominated shock in the Cygnus Loop (Raymond et al. 1983;
Fesen & Itoh 1985; Long et al. 1992; Hester et al. 1994; Sankrit
et al. 2000; Blair et al. 2005; Katsuda et al. 2008; Medina
et al. 2014). Consistent with the previous optical spectroscopy
(Medina et al. 2014), we detect a diffuse precursor ahead of the
shock throughout the slit position. We find that the width of the
narrow component increases within an unresolved region at the
shock, which we attribute to heating by damping of Alfvén
waves in a CR precursor. We present our observations and
results in Section 2, and our interpretations in Section 3.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

We observed one of the brightest Balmer-dominated shocks
in the NE limb of the Cygnus Loop on 2015 August 31 using
the Subaru High Dispersion Spectrogram (HDS: Noguchi
et al. 2002). We use a long slit together with the Hα order-

blocking filter. The slit width is 1″, which gives a velocity
resolution of FWHM=9 km s−1. The slit was centered at (R.
A., decl.)=(20:56:04.8, +31:56:46.7) (J2000), with a position
angle of 46° measured north of east as shown in Figure 1(a).
This way, we investigate spatial variations of the line profile
along the shock normal, i.e., parallel to the shock motion. The
total exposure time was 6×30 minutes, which was reduced to
2.5 hr after rejecting one frame affected by fog. The spectrum
was binned by 2 pixels for both the dispersion axis and the slit
direction, so that the pixel scales after the binning were
0.0364Å pixel−1 and 0 276 pixel−1, respectively. The wave-
length range covered by this observation is 6515–6589Å. The
seeing was about 0 5. We performed a standard processing of
the Subaru data, including overscan correction, flat fielding,
and wavelength calibration based on the spectrum from a Th–
Ar lamp. We reject CR backgrounds by taking the median of
the four frames. In this processing, we utilize version 2.16 of
the IRAF software.12

Figure 1(b) shows a fully processed two-dimensional
spectrum of the Hα line, for which the x- and y-axis show
the wavelength and the slit position (top is to the NE),
respectively. The four blobs near the bottom correspond to the
Balmer-dominated shocks 1–4. Since we did not obtain a sky
background frame separately, we adopt the far upstream region
between two dotted horizontal lines in Figure 1(b) as our
background. The background-subtracted Hα intensity profiles
along the slit position are plotted in Figure 1(c), where the
black and red show the narrow and broad components,
respectively. The broad component arises immediately behind
the bright shocks, whereas the narrow component extends
ahead of them as indicated by arrows with “photoionization
precursor” in the plot (see below).
To investigate spatial variations of the Hα profile, we extract

one-dimensional spectra from 21 regions along the slit, as
indicated by a vertical scale bar in Figure 1(b). The regions are
divided such that brighter regions have smaller widths with a
minimum width of 2 pixels or 0 55. Figure 2 shows a
background-subtracted one-dimensional spectrum taken from

Figure 1. (a) Hα image of the Balmer-dominated shock in the Cygnus Loop obtained by the HST WFPC2 camera (Blair et al. 2005). The 1″×60″ slit of the Subaru
HDS is overlaid as a white rectangle. (b) Hα two-dimensional spectrum with the Subaru HDS. The vertical scale bar indicates spectral extraction regions, among
which the top region is used as our background. The spectrum in Figure 2 is extracted from the region marked by a horizontal arrow. (c) Background-subtracted Hα
profiles along the slit position. The narrow and broad components are taken from velocity ranges of vLSR∣ ∣ < 25 km s−1 and 25 km s−1 vLSR∣ ∣< < 125 km s−1,
respectively.

12 http://iraf.noao.edu/
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CR precursor (see also Sollerman et al. 2003, reporting a hint
of the CR precursor from Kepler’s SNR). Therefore, it is
essential to accumulate observational information about CR
precursors by observing other Balmer-dominated shocks.

Balmer-dominated shocks in the Cygnus Loop offer a unique
opportunity for the study of thin precursors, thanks to its
proximity—it is the closest (d= 540 80

100
-
+ pc: Blair et al. 2005)

among 11 SNRs (both in our Galaxy and the LMC) associated
with Balmer-dominated shocks, with 1″ corresponding to
2.6×10−3 pc. Recently, Medina et al. (2014) performed high-
resolution spectroscopy of a number of shocks along with
diffuse emission 2 5 ahead of northeastern (NE) shocks of the
Cygnus Loop. They found that Hα line widths in the diffuse
regions are as narrow as ∼29 km s−1, while Hα profiles of the
shocks themselves consist of broader narrow (∼36 km s−1) and
broad (∼250 km s−1) components. They suggested that the Hα
broadening of ∼29 km s−1 in the diffuse region is due to
photoionization, and speculated that the additional broadening
of the narrow component at the shock originates from a thin CR
precursor. Like Tycho’s Knot g (Lee et al. 2007), such a thin
precursor may be detected by spatially resolved spectroscopy
of the Balmer-dominated shock.

Here, we present high-resolution long-slit spectra which are
spatially resolved perpendicular to the best-studied Balmer-
dominated shock in the Cygnus Loop (Raymond et al. 1983;
Fesen & Itoh 1985; Long et al. 1992; Hester et al. 1994; Sankrit
et al. 2000; Blair et al. 2005; Katsuda et al. 2008; Medina
et al. 2014). Consistent with the previous optical spectroscopy
(Medina et al. 2014), we detect a diffuse precursor ahead of the
shock throughout the slit position. We find that the width of the
narrow component increases within an unresolved region at the
shock, which we attribute to heating by damping of Alfvén
waves in a CR precursor. We present our observations and
results in Section 2, and our interpretations in Section 3.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

We observed one of the brightest Balmer-dominated shocks
in the NE limb of the Cygnus Loop on 2015 August 31 using
the Subaru High Dispersion Spectrogram (HDS: Noguchi
et al. 2002). We use a long slit together with the Hα order-

blocking filter. The slit width is 1″, which gives a velocity
resolution of FWHM=9 km s−1. The slit was centered at (R.
A., decl.)=(20:56:04.8, +31:56:46.7) (J2000), with a position
angle of 46° measured north of east as shown in Figure 1(a).
This way, we investigate spatial variations of the line profile
along the shock normal, i.e., parallel to the shock motion. The
total exposure time was 6×30 minutes, which was reduced to
2.5 hr after rejecting one frame affected by fog. The spectrum
was binned by 2 pixels for both the dispersion axis and the slit
direction, so that the pixel scales after the binning were
0.0364Å pixel−1 and 0 276 pixel−1, respectively. The wave-
length range covered by this observation is 6515–6589Å. The
seeing was about 0 5. We performed a standard processing of
the Subaru data, including overscan correction, flat fielding,
and wavelength calibration based on the spectrum from a Th–
Ar lamp. We reject CR backgrounds by taking the median of
the four frames. In this processing, we utilize version 2.16 of
the IRAF software.12

Figure 1(b) shows a fully processed two-dimensional
spectrum of the Hα line, for which the x- and y-axis show
the wavelength and the slit position (top is to the NE),
respectively. The four blobs near the bottom correspond to the
Balmer-dominated shocks 1–4. Since we did not obtain a sky
background frame separately, we adopt the far upstream region
between two dotted horizontal lines in Figure 1(b) as our
background. The background-subtracted Hα intensity profiles
along the slit position are plotted in Figure 1(c), where the
black and red show the narrow and broad components,
respectively. The broad component arises immediately behind
the bright shocks, whereas the narrow component extends
ahead of them as indicated by arrows with “photoionization
precursor” in the plot (see below).
To investigate spatial variations of the Hα profile, we extract

one-dimensional spectra from 21 regions along the slit, as
indicated by a vertical scale bar in Figure 1(b). The regions are
divided such that brighter regions have smaller widths with a
minimum width of 2 pixels or 0 55. Figure 2 shows a
background-subtracted one-dimensional spectrum taken from

Figure 1. (a) Hα image of the Balmer-dominated shock in the Cygnus Loop obtained by the HST WFPC2 camera (Blair et al. 2005). The 1″×60″ slit of the Subaru
HDS is overlaid as a white rectangle. (b) Hα two-dimensional spectrum with the Subaru HDS. The vertical scale bar indicates spectral extraction regions, among
which the top region is used as our background. The spectrum in Figure 2 is extracted from the region marked by a horizontal arrow. (c) Background-subtracted Hα
profiles along the slit position. The narrow and broad components are taken from velocity ranges of vLSR∣ ∣ < 25 km s−1 and 25 km s−1 vLSR∣ ∣< < 125 km s−1,
respectively.

12 http://iraf.noao.edu/
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Shock Direction

p The Ha emission has been observed at the 
upstream region.

p We should give interpretations.
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See, SJ & Laming 19b for details
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Figure 2. The polarization degree of scattered H α at the line centre. Note
that we consider only the transition from 3p3/2 to 2s1/2 here. The solid
line is the case of a uniform, isotropically emitting medium in which the
intensity of Ly β is given by equation (20). The dots represent the case of
an anisotropic radiation field modelling the SNR shock. Here we set Iν, B =
10Sν in equation (29).

the radiation field is quite anisotropic at the shock (e.g. fig. 7 of
Shimoda & Laming 2019). This situation may be modelled by

I (i)
ν,µ = Iν,Be− τν

|µ| + Sν(1 − e− τν
|µ| ), (28)

where Iν,B is the µ-independent intensity of Ly β from the down-
stream region, and τ ν is now the optical depth outside the shock.
Then, the polarization degree becomes

Q(s)
ν

I
(s)
ν

=
(
Iν,B − Sν

)
(3A(τν) − 9B(τν))

16Sν +
(
Iν,B − Sν

)
(17A(τν) − 3B(τν))

. (29)

Fig. 2 shows the case of Iν,B = 10Sν (see dots), giving ‘negative’
polarization. Note that if the value of Sν is absolutely equal to zero,
the polarization degree becomes −0.43 at τ ν → ∞. In other words,
if Sν has a very small but finite value, the degree becomes zero at
which Iν,Be− τν

µ $ Sν . Hence, in actual SNR shocks, H α can have
a sizable, ‘negative’ polarization degree in the upstream region.

For the CR modified shock, the upstream hydrogen atoms can
be decelerated before entering the shock front as a consequence of
charge-exchange reactions with decelerated protons. This ‘deceler-
ation’ is measured in the shock rest frame. In the observer rest frame
(far upstream rest frame), the particles are accelerated towards the
far upstream region where the CR back reactions cease. Thus, the
atoms in the far upstream region ‘see’ blueshifted Ly β radiated
by the decelerated atoms. As a result, the optical depth depends
strongly on the direction cosine µ. Because the Ly β incident from
µ ≈ 0 are seen as not shifted, the scattering of the µ ≈ 0 photons
becomes dominant, giving a ‘positive’ polarization.

In actual SNR shocks, unfortunately, the radiation line transfer
problem including the polarization is quite complex even if there is
no shock modification. Hence, using the latest radiative line transfer
model of SNR shocks constructed by Shimoda & Laming (2019)
and making several simplifications, we estimate the polarization of
H α for both cases of modified/unmodified shock in this paper.

3 M O D EL

We estimate the polarization of H α from the upstream region of
SNR shocks with fixed shock velocity, Vsh = 4000 km s−1, far
upstream temperature, T0 = 6000 K, and pre-shock ionization
degree, χ0 = 0.5, for the following three cases: (i) no particles
leaking to the upstream region which is the same situation as in

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the shock models considered in this
paper. The vertical axis shows the velocities of hydrogen atoms and protons
measured in the shock rest frame. The horizontal axis is the z-axis. The
shock (or sub-shock for the modified shock case) is located at z = 0. The
solid lines indicate the cases of no velocity modification, while the broken
lines indicate the case of the modified shocks. The orange lines are the mean
velocity of protons and the black lines are the mean velocity of hydrogen
atoms, respectively. The precursor front is located at z = zpre at which the
electrons are heated up to 106 K and the protons are being decelerated to
have a mean velocity of 0.95Vsh. Some of hydrogen atoms having the same
bulk velocity as the protons emerge from charge-exchange reactions.

Shimoda & Laming (2019), (ii) an electron heating precursor with
temperature of 106 K due to CRs but no velocity modifications
following Laming et al. (2014), (iii) in addition to the electron
heating precursor, there are decelerated protons, but with no proton
heating. Fig. 3 summarizes these three cases. We assume that
the velocity modification is 5 per cent of Vsh (i.e. 200 km s−1)
and that the downstream values are given by usual the Rankine–
Hugoniot relations for simplicity. Note that the downstream electron
temperature is fixed at 10 per cent of proton temperature (Te &
3 keV).

In the radiation line transfer model of Shimoda & Laming (2019),
the shock geometry is the same as in Fig. 1. For the radiation
transfer problem, they set the two free escape boundaries for
photons upstream and downstream of the shock. The plasma they
consider consists of protons, electrons and hydrogen atoms. Note
that bremsstrahlung radiation, emission from the SNR ejecta, and
any other external radiation sources are neglected. The excitation
levels of hydrogen atom are considered up to 4f. Their model did
not consider the existence of a precursor. Therefore, we additionally
solve the ionization structure of hydrogen for the precursor cases.

For case (ii), with only an electron heating precursor, we solve
the ionization structure of the upstream hydrogen in the shock rest
frame with the following equations

∂n0
H

∂z
= −n0

H
CI

Vsh
, (30)

and

∂np

∂z
= n0

H
CI

Vsh
, (31)

where n0
H is the number density of hydrogen atoms that have not

experienced the charge-exchange reactions. The number density of
protons is np and CI is the ionization rate. For the modified shock
case (iii), the ionization structure in the precursor region is given
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Figure 2. The polarization degree of scattered H α at the line centre. Note
that we consider only the transition from 3p3/2 to 2s1/2 here. The solid
line is the case of a uniform, isotropically emitting medium in which the
intensity of Ly β is given by equation (20). The dots represent the case of
an anisotropic radiation field modelling the SNR shock. Here we set Iν, B =
10Sν in equation (29).

the radiation field is quite anisotropic at the shock (e.g. fig. 7 of
Shimoda & Laming 2019). This situation may be modelled by

I (i)
ν,µ = Iν,Be− τν

|µ| + Sν(1 − e− τν
|µ| ), (28)

where Iν,B is the µ-independent intensity of Ly β from the down-
stream region, and τ ν is now the optical depth outside the shock.
Then, the polarization degree becomes
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I
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(
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)
(3A(τν) − 9B(τν))

16Sν +
(
Iν,B − Sν

)
(17A(τν) − 3B(τν))

. (29)

Fig. 2 shows the case of Iν,B = 10Sν (see dots), giving ‘negative’
polarization. Note that if the value of Sν is absolutely equal to zero,
the polarization degree becomes −0.43 at τ ν → ∞. In other words,
if Sν has a very small but finite value, the degree becomes zero at
which Iν,Be− τν

µ $ Sν . Hence, in actual SNR shocks, H α can have
a sizable, ‘negative’ polarization degree in the upstream region.

For the CR modified shock, the upstream hydrogen atoms can
be decelerated before entering the shock front as a consequence of
charge-exchange reactions with decelerated protons. This ‘deceler-
ation’ is measured in the shock rest frame. In the observer rest frame
(far upstream rest frame), the particles are accelerated towards the
far upstream region where the CR back reactions cease. Thus, the
atoms in the far upstream region ‘see’ blueshifted Ly β radiated
by the decelerated atoms. As a result, the optical depth depends
strongly on the direction cosine µ. Because the Ly β incident from
µ ≈ 0 are seen as not shifted, the scattering of the µ ≈ 0 photons
becomes dominant, giving a ‘positive’ polarization.

In actual SNR shocks, unfortunately, the radiation line transfer
problem including the polarization is quite complex even if there is
no shock modification. Hence, using the latest radiative line transfer
model of SNR shocks constructed by Shimoda & Laming (2019)
and making several simplifications, we estimate the polarization of
H α for both cases of modified/unmodified shock in this paper.

3 M O D EL

We estimate the polarization of H α from the upstream region of
SNR shocks with fixed shock velocity, Vsh = 4000 km s−1, far
upstream temperature, T0 = 6000 K, and pre-shock ionization
degree, χ0 = 0.5, for the following three cases: (i) no particles
leaking to the upstream region which is the same situation as in

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the shock models considered in this
paper. The vertical axis shows the velocities of hydrogen atoms and protons
measured in the shock rest frame. The horizontal axis is the z-axis. The
shock (or sub-shock for the modified shock case) is located at z = 0. The
solid lines indicate the cases of no velocity modification, while the broken
lines indicate the case of the modified shocks. The orange lines are the mean
velocity of protons and the black lines are the mean velocity of hydrogen
atoms, respectively. The precursor front is located at z = zpre at which the
electrons are heated up to 106 K and the protons are being decelerated to
have a mean velocity of 0.95Vsh. Some of hydrogen atoms having the same
bulk velocity as the protons emerge from charge-exchange reactions.

Shimoda & Laming (2019), (ii) an electron heating precursor with
temperature of 106 K due to CRs but no velocity modifications
following Laming et al. (2014), (iii) in addition to the electron
heating precursor, there are decelerated protons, but with no proton
heating. Fig. 3 summarizes these three cases. We assume that
the velocity modification is 5 per cent of Vsh (i.e. 200 km s−1)
and that the downstream values are given by usual the Rankine–
Hugoniot relations for simplicity. Note that the downstream electron
temperature is fixed at 10 per cent of proton temperature (Te &
3 keV).

In the radiation line transfer model of Shimoda & Laming (2019),
the shock geometry is the same as in Fig. 1. For the radiation
transfer problem, they set the two free escape boundaries for
photons upstream and downstream of the shock. The plasma they
consider consists of protons, electrons and hydrogen atoms. Note
that bremsstrahlung radiation, emission from the SNR ejecta, and
any other external radiation sources are neglected. The excitation
levels of hydrogen atom are considered up to 4f. Their model did
not consider the existence of a precursor. Therefore, we additionally
solve the ionization structure of hydrogen for the precursor cases.

For case (ii), with only an electron heating precursor, we solve
the ionization structure of the upstream hydrogen in the shock rest
frame with the following equations

∂n0
H

∂z
= −n0

H
CI

Vsh
, (30)

and

∂np

∂z
= n0

H
CI

Vsh
, (31)

where n0
H is the number density of hydrogen atoms that have not

experienced the charge-exchange reactions. The number density of
protons is np and CI is the ionization rate. For the modified shock
case (iii), the ionization structure in the precursor region is given
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We solve 3 cases:

1. No precursor

2. electron heating precursor, but no modification

3. electron heating precursor with decelerated protons, 
but no proton heating (Cosmic-Ray Modified Shock)
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the SNR shock. (a): The shock is axially
symmetric to the z-axis. The x-y plane corresponds to the shock surface.
The red arrows indicate the photon ray, which makes the angle θ with the
z-axis. The upstream side is z < 0, while the downstream side is z > 0. Two
broken lines at z = zout and z = zin represent the free-escape boundaries
of photons for the upside and the downside, respectively. (b): The curves
with colors black, blue and orange indicate the number density of narrow
hydrogen atoms, broad hydrogen atoms and protons, respectively. Here we
assume that there is no leaky particles to the upstream region. The red
arrows represent the ray of scattered photons, which escape from the shock
by crossing the outer/inner boundary.

structure of ‘narrow’ hydrogen atoms, which can be well approx-
imated by the classical model. Moreover, we consider only the
hydrogen line emissions and ignore the bremsstrahlung radiation,
thermal emissions from the SNR ejecta, external radiation sources
and so on for simplicity. Thus, our model predicts somewhat smaller
number of the 2s-state hydrogen atoms than the realistic SNR shock.
In Section 2, we formulate the radiative line transfer problem for the
SNR shock. In Section 3, we present the results of atomic popula-
tion. In Section 4, we consider how the hydrogen lines are observed
based on the results of atomic population. Finally, we summarize
our results.

2 FORMULATION OF LINE TRANSFER
The line transfer problem is reviewed in several literatures (e.g.
Castor 2004). We apply their formulation to the problem for the
SNR shocks propagating into pure atomic hydrogen plasma, which
consist of hydrogen atoms (denoted ’H’), protons (’p’) and electrons
(’e’). The shock is set to be stationary, axially symmetric to z-axis,
plane-parallel to x-y plane and located at z = 0 (see, Fig. 1a). We
set two free-escape boundaries for photons at the upside (z = zout)
and downside (z = zin) of the shock. For simplicity, we assume that
there is no leaky particles to the upstream region and the radiation
filed consists of only the line emissions (i.e. bremsstrahlung radia-
tion, emission from the SNR ejecta and any other external radiation
sources are neglected). Moreover, we assume the temperature equi-

librium for the upstream plasma and fix the upstream temperature
as T0 = 6000 K for simplicity.

Firstly, we describe the ionization structure of hydrogen atoms.
Let nN

H, j be the number density of ’narrow’ hydrogen atoms, which
have not experienced the charge-exchange reactions, while nB

H, j
be the number density of ’broad’ hydrogen atoms emerged by the
charge-exchange reactions. Obviously, we have the relation nH, j =
nN

H, j+nB
H, j . Fig. 1b is schematic illustration of the spatial distribution

of particles. We consider that the partially ionized plasma flows from
the far upstream region (z < zout) and presume that they are in the
ionization equilibrium. Hence, we set the boundary conditions as
nN

H,1s(z < 0) = nN
H,1s(zout), nB

H,1s(z < 0) = 0 and np(z < 0) =
np(zout), where np is the number density of proton. At the shock
(z = 0), we assume the jump conditions as

np(0) = 4np(zout), (6)

u2 =
Vsh
4 , (7)

kBTp =
3
16 µ

′mpVsh
2 (8)

Te = βTp (9)

where Vsh is the shock velocity, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
mp is the proton mass. Tp and Te are the downstream temperatures of
proton and electron, respectively. µ′ is the effective mean molecular
weight, which is defined as

µ′ = 1 −
(
1 − µ′#

) β − me
mp

µ′# + (1 − µ′#)β −
me
mp

, (10)

where µ′# = 0.62 and me is the electron mass (see Shimoda et al.
2018, for detail). Note that the number density of downstream proton
is function of z, while u2, Tp and Te are constant. In the following,
we neglect the recombination rate ∼ 10−14 s−1 cm−3, which is
very smaller than any other rates. Moreover, we assume nH, j!1s %
nH,1s (see Eq. (4)). We will address these assumptions later. Then,
the spatial distribution of narrow hydrogen atoms is given by

∂nN
H,1s
∂z

= −nN
H,1s

CI,N + CCX,N
Vsh

, (11)

where we define the collisional ionization rate,

CI,N =
∑

q={e,p}
nq

∫
f N
H fq∆vqσI

qd3vHd3vq, (12)

and the charge-exchange rate,

CCX,N = np

∫
f N
H fp∆vpσCXd3vHd3vp. (13)

nq is the number density of particle q. vq and vH denote the velocity
vectors of particle q and hydrogen atom, respectively. ∆vq ≡

%%vH −
vq

%% is the relative velocity between the hydrogen atom and particle
q. σI

q is the ionization cross-section by the collision with particle
q and σCX is the total cross-section of charge-exchange reactions.1
We assume the velocity distribution function of narrow hydrogen
atoms as

f N
H =

(
mH

2πkBT0

) 3
2

exp
[
−mH (vH − Vsh)2

2kBT0

]
, (14)

1 We omit rates of collisions between hydrogen atoms, which are small
compared with the rates by proton/electron collisions because of no shock
compression.

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)

Parameters:
① Shock velocity Vsh
② Upstream number density ntot,0
③ proton fraction χ0
④ Upstream electron temp 
⑤ Downstream electron temp 
Te=βTdown

Pure hydrogen plasma.
We solve the excited states up to 4f.

(SJ & Laming 19a)
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Figure 4. The ionization structure of the hydrogen atoms. The blue, red,
and black lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the electron
heating precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated
protons (iii), respectively. The solid lines are the number density of hydrogen
atoms that have not experienced a charge-exchange reaction in the precursor
region, n0

H. The broken line is the number density of hydrogen atoms that
have experienced a charge-exchange reaction with the decelerated protons in
the precursor region, n1

H. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z!−27 × 1015 cm−2

and ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the
shock front, respectively.

by

∂n0
H

∂z
= −n0

H
CI + CCX

Vsh
, (32)

∂n1
H

∂z
= n0

HCCX − n1
HCI

u1
, (33)

and
∂np

∂z
=

(
n0

H + n1
H

) CI

u1
, (34)

where n1
H is the number density of hydrogen atoms that have experi-

enced charge-exchange reactions with the decelerated protons. The
bulk velocity of the decelerated protons and that of the hydrogen
atoms having undergone charge-exchange reactions is u1. The rate
of charge-exchange reactions for the relative velocity of 200 km s−1

is CCX ! 4.59 × 10−8(np/1 cm−3) s−1 (Janev & Smith 1993;
Janev, Reiter & Samm 2003). In the following, the total number
density of hydrogen atoms is denoted as nH = n0

H + n1
H. Note that

n1
H = 0 for the cases (i) and (ii) because there are no decelerated

protons. The ionization structure of the downstream region is given
by the same formulations as in Shimoda & Laming (2019). Note
that the velocity distribution function of all particles are shifted
Maxwellians. Fig. 4 shows the ionization structure of hydrogen.
The results are normalized by the total number density ntot, 0 = np +
nH. Here we set the precursor front at ntot,0zpre = 0.14Vsh/C̃I, where
C̃I = CI/np ! 2.15 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 is estimated for Te = 106 K.
The hydrogen atoms in the precursor region are modestly ionized by
the heated electrons but most of them experience charge-exchange
reactions with the decelerated protons (ntot, 0zpre ! 3npVsh/CCX).

In order to constrain the velocity modification of shock via the H α

emission, the length-scale of modification zpre has to be sufficiently
larger than the characteristic length of the spatial distribution of the
decelerated hydrogen atoms emerging from the charge-exchange
reaction with the decelerated protons, Vsh/CCX("Vsh), where "Vsh

! 200 km s−1 is the relative velocity of collision particles. In
this paper, we show the case of zpre ! 3(np/ntot, 0)Vsh/CCX. If
the modification comes from CRs accelerated at the shock, the

length-scale of modification can be given by their diffusion length
ldiff ∼ D(E)/Vsh, where D and E are the CR diffusion coefficient
and energy, respectively. Thus, from the observational condition
ldiff ! 3(np/ntot,0)Vsh/CCX, we obtain

D(E) ! 1.05 × 1025 cm−2 s−1
(

Vsh

4000 km s−1

)2

×
( ntot,0

1 cm−3

)−1
(

"Vsh

200 km s−1

)−1

, (35)

where we approximate

CCX

np
≈ 4.59 × 10−8 cm3 s−1

(
"Vsh

200 km s−1

)
.

The diffusion coefficient for the interstellar medium, DISM(1 GeV)
∼ 1028 cm2 s−1, satisfies this condition. When magnetic distur-
bances are excited around an SNR shock, we cannot currently derive
the relevant diffusion coefficient. If we suppose the simplest case,
D(E) ! ξBrg(E)c/3, where rg is the gyro radius of CR and ξB

> 1 is the gyro factor characterized by the energy spectrum of
magnetic disturbances, we obtain a lower bound for the CR energy
E responsible for the velocity modification of

E ! 33 TeV
1
ξB

×
(

B

100 µG

)(
Vsh

4000 km s−1

)2

×
( ntot,0

1 cm−3

)−1
(

"Vsh

200 km s−1

)−1

. (36)

Note that this estimate of E is based on the coefficient at the
Bohm limit, D(E) ! rg(E)c/3, that gives the shortest diffusion
length for a given E. For Tycho’s SNR, it is implied by the two-
point correlation analysis of synchrotron intensity that the energy
spectrum of downstream magnetic disturbances has a Kolmogorov-
like scaling (Shimoda et al. 2018b).4 If this is also true for the
upstream disturbances, the gyro factor ξB may be greater than unity
and the lower bound of E may be smaller than 33 TeV. Note that
the acceleration efficiency of CRs can be measured simultaneously
by polarimetry of the downstream H α emission (Shimoda et al.
2018a).

We calculate the atomic populations in the same manner as
Shimoda & Laming (2019). Then, we obtain the emissivity of H α

as

jν,µ = hν

4π

(
nH,3sA3s,2pφ

3s,2p
ν,µ + nH,3pA3p,2sφ

3p,2s
ν,µ

+ nH,3dA3d,2pφ
3d,2p
ν,µ

)
, (37)

where nH, k denotes the number density of hydrogen atoms in the
excited state k. The spontaneous transition rate and line profile
function for the transition from k to j are given by Ak, j and φk,j

ν,µ,
respectively (see Shimoda & Laming 2019, for details). Here we
omit the term for the two-photon decay. This emissivity gives the

4Roy et al. (2009) analysed the synchrotron correlation in the SNR Cas A but
they did not take sufficient care of the effects of SNR geometry that are the
bottleneck in this type of analysis (see e.g. Shimoda et al. 2018b). Note that
to analyse the synchrotron correlation, Roy et al. (2009) used interferometric
data directly (i.e. the data are represented in the Fourier space), a different
approach to that of Shimoda et al. (2018b). If we removed the geometrical
effects from such an analysis method, we could obtain the energy spectra
in the Fourier space. In any way, it has been suggested that the magnetic
energy spectrum can be measured in principle.
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Results: Radiative vs. Collisional Cosmic ray modified shock polarimetry 2729

Figure 5. Radiative excitation rate for the transition from 1s to 3p (solid
lines) and total collisional excitation rate for the transitions from 1s
to 3s, 3p, and 3d (dots). The blue, red, and black lines indicate the
cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor (ii), and
the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii), respectively.
The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z !
0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock front,
respectively.

total intensity of H α including all contributions such as collisional
excitation, radiative excitation, and cascades from higher levels (up
to 4f in our model). Almost all radiative excitation comes from the
absorption of Ly β, which populates nH, 3p. Fig. 5 shows the radiative
rate for the transition from 1s to 3p and the total collisional rate of
the transitions from 1s to 3s, 3p, and 3d. The radiative excitation
dominates over the collisional excitation in the upstream region
because the Lyman lines are trapped. Thus, in the upstream region,
most of H α photons arise from the Ly β–H α conversion. In this
paper, for calculating the Stokes Q of H α, we approximate that all
of the 3p-state hydrogen atoms arise from Ly β absorption. Hence,
we obtain

nH,3p = nH,3p3/2 + nH,3p1/2 ≈
(

1 +
f1s,3p1/2

f1s,3p3/2

)
nH,3p3/2 , (38)

where f1s,3p1/2 = 0.026381 and f1s,3p3/2 = 0.052761 are the oscil-
lator strengths for the transitions from 1s to 3p1/2 and to 3p3/2,
respectively (Wiese & Fuhr 2009). Since we suppose the optically
thin limit for H α, the Stokes I of the scattered H α is given by
I (s)
ν = j

3p3/2,2s
ν,0 L, where L is a path-length along the line of sight and

jk,j
ν,µ is the emissivity for the transition from k to j. Note that our

line of sight is fixed along the y-axis (µ = 0). Thus, we obtain the
normalization factor of the Rayleigh scattering as

NR =
hν
4π nH,3p3/2A3p,2sφ

3p,2s
ν,µ L

∫ 1
−1 I

(i)
ν,µ

(
17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (39)

Here we estimate the intensity of Ly β in the scattering as

I (i)
ν,µ(z) = ILyβ

ν,µ (z)exp
[
−kν,µ(z)%z

|µ|

]
, (40)

where kν, µ is the absorption coefficient and ILyβ
ν,µ is the specific

intensity of Ly β. They are the outcome of the atomic population
calculations. The spatial resolution of our numerical calculation is
%z: kν, µ%z ! 0.08 at the far upstream region. The polarization

Figure 6. The polarization degree of H α. The blue, red, and black lines
indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor
(ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii),
respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively. Positive values correspond to polarization along the z-
axis, while negative values correspond to polarization along the x-axis. Note
that these results includes all of atomic levels and processes unlike the result
shown in Fig. 2.

degree of H α, finally, is written as

Q(s)
ν

Iν,0
=

NR
∫ 1

−1 I (i)
ν,µ

(
3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ

jν,0L

=
nH,3pA3p,2s

(
1 +

f1s,3p1/2
f1s,3p3/2

)−1

nH,3sA3s,2p + nH,3pA3p,2s + nH,3dA3d,2p

×
∫ 1

−1 ILy β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ
∫ 1

−1 I
Ly β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (41)

Note that this polarization degree includes the effects of collisional
excitation, cascades from higher levels, and scattering in the case of
%j = 0 (transitions from 1s1/2 to 3p1/2 and subsequently to 2s1/2). In
particular, we assume that the precursor collisional excitation and
cascades yield completely unpolarized H α.

Fig. 6 shows the estimated polarization degree of H α in the
upstream region. Here the Stokes parameters are integrated over an
interval of frequency corresponding to the Doppler velocity range
−25 to 25 km s−1. As discussed in Section 2, the sign of Stokes
Q depends on the velocity modification. In the no precursor case
(i), the polarization degree is positive (!2 per cent) in the region
close to the shock front where the optical depth of Ly β is small.
Then, the polarization becomes negative at optical depth ∼1. Since
the Ly β radiated from the downstream region in the direction of
µ ≈ −1 (along the z-axis) is not so attenuated compared to that
radiated along µ ≈ 0, the ‘photon beam’ is elongated along the
z-axis, giving a negative polarization in the region distant from
the shock. Note that the polarization at z ! −5 × 1016 cm is
affected by the photon free escape boundary. On the other hand,
in the simple electron heating precursor case (ii), the polarization
degree is modest (!−1 per cent) in the precursor region. This is
because the electron heating precursor with no velocity modification
yields a uniform, isotropically emitting medium whose polarization
property is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the polarization degree
in front of the shock is !1 per cent in this case (the plots in
Fig. 6 overlap). In the modified shock case (iii), the polarization
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Results: Polarization of HaCosmic ray modified shock polarimetry 2729

Figure 5. Radiative excitation rate for the transition from 1s to 3p (solid
lines) and total collisional excitation rate for the transitions from 1s
to 3s, 3p, and 3d (dots). The blue, red, and black lines indicate the
cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor (ii), and
the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii), respectively.
The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z !
0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock front,
respectively.

total intensity of H α including all contributions such as collisional
excitation, radiative excitation, and cascades from higher levels (up
to 4f in our model). Almost all radiative excitation comes from the
absorption of Ly β, which populates nH, 3p. Fig. 5 shows the radiative
rate for the transition from 1s to 3p and the total collisional rate of
the transitions from 1s to 3s, 3p, and 3d. The radiative excitation
dominates over the collisional excitation in the upstream region
because the Lyman lines are trapped. Thus, in the upstream region,
most of H α photons arise from the Ly β–H α conversion. In this
paper, for calculating the Stokes Q of H α, we approximate that all
of the 3p-state hydrogen atoms arise from Ly β absorption. Hence,
we obtain

nH,3p = nH,3p3/2 + nH,3p1/2 ≈
(

1 +
f1s,3p1/2

f1s,3p3/2

)
nH,3p3/2 , (38)

where f1s,3p1/2 = 0.026381 and f1s,3p3/2 = 0.052761 are the oscil-
lator strengths for the transitions from 1s to 3p1/2 and to 3p3/2,
respectively (Wiese & Fuhr 2009). Since we suppose the optically
thin limit for H α, the Stokes I of the scattered H α is given by
I (s)
ν = j

3p3/2,2s
ν,0 L, where L is a path-length along the line of sight and

jk,j
ν,µ is the emissivity for the transition from k to j. Note that our

line of sight is fixed along the y-axis (µ = 0). Thus, we obtain the
normalization factor of the Rayleigh scattering as

NR =
hν
4π nH,3p3/2A3p,2sφ

3p,2s
ν,µ L

∫ 1
−1 I

(i)
ν,µ

(
17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (39)

Here we estimate the intensity of Ly β in the scattering as

I (i)
ν,µ(z) = ILyβ

ν,µ (z)exp
[
−kν,µ(z)%z

|µ|

]
, (40)

where kν, µ is the absorption coefficient and ILyβ
ν,µ is the specific

intensity of Ly β. They are the outcome of the atomic population
calculations. The spatial resolution of our numerical calculation is
%z: kν, µ%z ! 0.08 at the far upstream region. The polarization

Figure 6. The polarization degree of H α. The blue, red, and black lines
indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor
(ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii),
respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively. Positive values correspond to polarization along the z-
axis, while negative values correspond to polarization along the x-axis. Note
that these results includes all of atomic levels and processes unlike the result
shown in Fig. 2.

degree of H α, finally, is written as

Q(s)
ν

Iν,0
=

NR
∫ 1

−1 I (i)
ν,µ

(
3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ

jν,0L

=
nH,3pA3p,2s

(
1 +

f1s,3p1/2
f1s,3p3/2

)−1

nH,3sA3s,2p + nH,3pA3p,2s + nH,3dA3d,2p

×
∫ 1

−1 ILy β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ
∫ 1

−1 I
Ly β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (41)

Note that this polarization degree includes the effects of collisional
excitation, cascades from higher levels, and scattering in the case of
%j = 0 (transitions from 1s1/2 to 3p1/2 and subsequently to 2s1/2). In
particular, we assume that the precursor collisional excitation and
cascades yield completely unpolarized H α.

Fig. 6 shows the estimated polarization degree of H α in the
upstream region. Here the Stokes parameters are integrated over an
interval of frequency corresponding to the Doppler velocity range
−25 to 25 km s−1. As discussed in Section 2, the sign of Stokes
Q depends on the velocity modification. In the no precursor case
(i), the polarization degree is positive (!2 per cent) in the region
close to the shock front where the optical depth of Ly β is small.
Then, the polarization becomes negative at optical depth ∼1. Since
the Ly β radiated from the downstream region in the direction of
µ ≈ −1 (along the z-axis) is not so attenuated compared to that
radiated along µ ≈ 0, the ‘photon beam’ is elongated along the
z-axis, giving a negative polarization in the region distant from
the shock. Note that the polarization at z ! −5 × 1016 cm is
affected by the photon free escape boundary. On the other hand,
in the simple electron heating precursor case (ii), the polarization
degree is modest (!−1 per cent) in the precursor region. This is
because the electron heating precursor with no velocity modification
yields a uniform, isotropically emitting medium whose polarization
property is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the polarization degree
in front of the shock is !1 per cent in this case (the plots in
Fig. 6 overlap). In the modified shock case (iii), the polarization
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Results: Polarization of Ha
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Figure 5. Radiative excitation rate for the transition from 1s to 3p (solid
lines) and total collisional excitation rate for the transitions from 1s
to 3s, 3p, and 3d (dots). The blue, red, and black lines indicate the
cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor (ii), and
the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii), respectively.
The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z !
0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock front,
respectively.

total intensity of H α including all contributions such as collisional
excitation, radiative excitation, and cascades from higher levels (up
to 4f in our model). Almost all radiative excitation comes from the
absorption of Ly β, which populates nH, 3p. Fig. 5 shows the radiative
rate for the transition from 1s to 3p and the total collisional rate of
the transitions from 1s to 3s, 3p, and 3d. The radiative excitation
dominates over the collisional excitation in the upstream region
because the Lyman lines are trapped. Thus, in the upstream region,
most of H α photons arise from the Ly β–H α conversion. In this
paper, for calculating the Stokes Q of H α, we approximate that all
of the 3p-state hydrogen atoms arise from Ly β absorption. Hence,
we obtain

nH,3p = nH,3p3/2 + nH,3p1/2 ≈
(

1 +
f1s,3p1/2

f1s,3p3/2

)
nH,3p3/2 , (38)

where f1s,3p1/2 = 0.026381 and f1s,3p3/2 = 0.052761 are the oscil-
lator strengths for the transitions from 1s to 3p1/2 and to 3p3/2,
respectively (Wiese & Fuhr 2009). Since we suppose the optically
thin limit for H α, the Stokes I of the scattered H α is given by
I (s)
ν = j

3p3/2,2s
ν,0 L, where L is a path-length along the line of sight and

jk,j
ν,µ is the emissivity for the transition from k to j. Note that our

line of sight is fixed along the y-axis (µ = 0). Thus, we obtain the
normalization factor of the Rayleigh scattering as

NR =
hν
4π nH,3p3/2A3p,2sφ

3p,2s
ν,µ L

∫ 1
−1 I

(i)
ν,µ

(
17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (39)

Here we estimate the intensity of Ly β in the scattering as

I (i)
ν,µ(z) = ILyβ

ν,µ (z)exp
[
−kν,µ(z)%z

|µ|

]
, (40)

where kν, µ is the absorption coefficient and ILyβ
ν,µ is the specific

intensity of Ly β. They are the outcome of the atomic population
calculations. The spatial resolution of our numerical calculation is
%z: kν, µ%z ! 0.08 at the far upstream region. The polarization

Figure 6. The polarization degree of H α. The blue, red, and black lines
indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor
(ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii),
respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively. Positive values correspond to polarization along the z-
axis, while negative values correspond to polarization along the x-axis. Note
that these results includes all of atomic levels and processes unlike the result
shown in Fig. 2.

degree of H α, finally, is written as

Q(s)
ν

Iν,0
=

NR
∫ 1

−1 I (i)
ν,µ

(
3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ

jν,0L

=
nH,3pA3p,2s

(
1 +

f1s,3p1/2
f1s,3p3/2

)−1

nH,3sA3s,2p + nH,3pA3p,2s + nH,3dA3d,2p

×
∫ 1

−1 ILy β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ
∫ 1

−1 I
Ly β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (41)

Note that this polarization degree includes the effects of collisional
excitation, cascades from higher levels, and scattering in the case of
%j = 0 (transitions from 1s1/2 to 3p1/2 and subsequently to 2s1/2). In
particular, we assume that the precursor collisional excitation and
cascades yield completely unpolarized H α.

Fig. 6 shows the estimated polarization degree of H α in the
upstream region. Here the Stokes parameters are integrated over an
interval of frequency corresponding to the Doppler velocity range
−25 to 25 km s−1. As discussed in Section 2, the sign of Stokes
Q depends on the velocity modification. In the no precursor case
(i), the polarization degree is positive (!2 per cent) in the region
close to the shock front where the optical depth of Ly β is small.
Then, the polarization becomes negative at optical depth ∼1. Since
the Ly β radiated from the downstream region in the direction of
µ ≈ −1 (along the z-axis) is not so attenuated compared to that
radiated along µ ≈ 0, the ‘photon beam’ is elongated along the
z-axis, giving a negative polarization in the region distant from
the shock. Note that the polarization at z ! −5 × 1016 cm is
affected by the photon free escape boundary. On the other hand,
in the simple electron heating precursor case (ii), the polarization
degree is modest (!−1 per cent) in the precursor region. This is
because the electron heating precursor with no velocity modification
yields a uniform, isotropically emitting medium whose polarization
property is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the polarization degree
in front of the shock is !1 per cent in this case (the plots in
Fig. 6 overlap). In the modified shock case (iii), the polarization
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Figure 7. The surface brightness profile of H α. The blue, red, and black
lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the electron heating
precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons
(iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively.

is positive with a degree of ! 5 per cent. The degree of attenuation
of Ly β photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 1 depends on whether
the decelerated/non-decelerated atoms emit/absorb them, while the
photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 0 are attenuated by the both
populations of atoms. Thus, the photons with µ ≈ 0 are efficiently
attenuated resulting in positive polarization.

Fig. 7 shows the surface brightness profiles of the frequency-
integrated Stokes I for the three cases. In the existence of a
precursor, cases (ii) and (iii), the emission from the upstream
region is bright and comparable to that from the downstream region.
Thus, in an actual observation, the polarization of such precursor
emission is detectable. Indeed, Sparks et al. (2015) discovered the
polarized H α with a polarization degree of 2.0 ± 0.4 per cent at
SNR SN 1006. Note that the precursor emissions were reported in
several cases in the literature (e.g. Lee et al. 2007; Katsuda et al.
2016; Knežević et al. 2017) although their origin is still a matter
of debate. Candidates for the origin of these precursor emissions
often discussed are the CR precursor, a photoionization precursor,
and a fast neutral precursor as the result of charge exchange
reactions (e.g. Morlino et al. 2012). In particular, by constructing
an H α emission model with a fast neutral precursor, Morlino et al.
(2012) showed that the fast neutral precursor can contribute up to
∼40 per cent of the total H α emission in the case of complete
proton–electron temperature equilibration and Vsh ≈ 2500 km s−1.
Note that the fast neutral precursor also leads to an upstream velocity
modification of ∼10 per cent of Vsh (Blasi et al. 2012; Ohira 2012)
for Vsh ! 2000 km s−1. For Vsh " 2000 km s−1, the modification
hardly occurs because of the rapid decrease of the charge-exchange
cross-section at relative velocities "2000 km s−1.

Fig. 8 is the ratio of the frequency-integrated Stokes I of H β to
that of H α. The ratio does not depend on the existence of a velocity
modification, in other words, the net optical depth of the Lyman
lines does not depend on the modification. This is also indicated
by Fig. 5. The reason is that both decelerated and non-decelerated
hydrogen atoms survive sufficiently in the precursor region for the
absorption of Lyman lines. Thus, the polarimetry of H α is a unique
diagnostic for the velocity modification of a shock that is one of the
essential predictions for collisionless shocks efficiently accelerating
non-thermal particles.

The intensity ratio of H β to H α (the so-called Balmer decrement)
is often discussed as a ratio in photon counts, which is obtained by

Figure 8. The Balmer decrement (total intensity ratio of H β to H α). The
blue, red, and black lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the
electron heating precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with
decelerated protons (iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z !
−27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the
precursor front and the shock front, respectively.

multiplying the intensity ratio by a factor of 0.74 (see Shimoda &
Laming 2019). Tseliakhovich, Hirata & Heng (2012) evaluated the
ratio in photon counts as !0.3 for the case of only proton direct
collisional excitation by assuming Delta-function distributions for
protons and hydrogen atoms. Note that this estimate does not
include the Lyman–Balmer conversions and cascades from higher
levels. Following Tseliakhovich et al. (2012), if we evaluate the
downstream ratio in photon counts including the electron direct
collisional excitation for a typical relative collision velocity of
!3/4Vsh = 3000 km s−1, we obtain !0.38. Thus, the ratio at the edge
of downstream, !0.5 × 0.74 ! 0.37, may be almost determined by
the collisional excitation for typical relative velocities. Towards
the shock front, the ratio becomes smaller due to the Lyman–
Balmer conversions. Note that because the oscillator strength of
the transition from 1s to 3p is stronger than that to 4p, the Ly β–H α

conversion is more efficient than the Ly γ –H β conversion.

4 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We have shown that the polarimetry of H α can be a useful and
unique diagnostic of a CR modified shock. The H α emission
from the upstream region mainly originates from the Ly β–H α

conversion as a consequence of photon-scattering, even if there is an
electron heating precursor yielding collisional excitation. Therefore,
the upstream H α is linearly polarized with a polarization degree
of ∼ a few per cent. The polarization direction (angle) depends
strongly on whether there is a velocity modification. For the case
of no velocity modification, the polarization direction is parallel to
the shock surface. On the other hand, if there are velocity modified
hydrogen atoms generated by charge-exchange reactions with the
decelerated upstream protons, the direction is perpendicular to the
shock surface. Moreover, the upstream surface brightness of H α is
comparable to the downstream brightness. Furthermore, we have
shown that even if the velocity modification is just 5 per cent of Vsh,
the polarization of H α responds to the modification sensitively.
Hence, polarimetry of upstream H α may be realized that will
constrain the modification of the shock due to the CR back reactions
and bring new insights to particle acceleration in collisionless
shocks.

There is another diagnostic for the CR acceleration rate that is
often discussed. H α emission with full width at half-maximum
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Polarization degree Surface brightness

The polarization direction can respond whether 
the shock is modified.

The degree of a few per cent is measurable 
(Sparks+ 15).



Discovery of polarized Hα emission
@ bright filament of SN 1006 (Sparks+ 15)

electron–proton equilibration at the shock front, with β< 0.07.
They also conclude that the Lyβ optical depth is low,
τ(Lyβ)∼ 0.5.

Morlino et al. (2012) consider Balmer emission from
collisionless shocks in a partially ionized medium. For a shock
velocity of 3000 km s−1, they find that the ratio of flux from the

Figure 2. Upper, co-added spectra showing total intensity after basic reductions, and lower, same after subtraction of sky background showing strong Balmer
dominated shock spectrum. Lines visible are, right to left, Hα, Hβ, and Hγ.

Figure 3. Un-normalized spectra for Stokes I, Q, and U, each the total across a 2.5 arcsec spatial window centered on the bright filament rim and averaged over 18
individual sequences. Hence the total counts are ≈18× the y axis values. The Q and U plots have been lightly smoothed with a Gaussian of σ ≈ 0.37 nm.

Table 1
Polarimetry Results for Cores of Hα and Hβ Lines in the SN 1006 Remnant

SN 1006 Stokes I Q U p, pn
a θ

Hα 52201.2 663.4 +/−147.7 −64.9 +/−139 0.0128 +/−0.0028 143.7 +/−6.3
0.0197 +/− 0.0043

Hβ 12522.1 217.6 +/−107 −79.8 +/−107 0.0185 +/−0.0086 131.4 +/−13.2

Note.
a The polarization of the total narrow-line core is p, and the estimated polarization of the narrow component only, pn, assuming the broad component is unpolarized.
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Ø Linear Polarization
Ø Polarization angle：

perpendicular to the shock
Ø Degree： 2.0 ± 0.4 %

are used to yield a complete set of linear Stokes polarization
spectra. Our observations used half-wave plate rotation angles
of 0°, 22°.5, 45°, and 67°.5. The spectral window includes the
first three lines of the Balmer series, Hα (656.3 nm), Hβ
(486.1 nm), and Hγ (434.1 nm), Figure 2.

Observations were obtained in VLT service mode on the
nights of 2013 April 12/13 (6 sequences), 2013 April 19/20 (8
sequences), and 2013 May 8 (4 sequences), for a total of 18
sequences, each sequence comprising a 305 s exposure for each
of four retarder settings, yielding a total exposure time on target
of 6.1 hr. Both polarized and unpolarized standard star
observations were provided by ESO, using the same observing
procedure.

The data were debiassed, flat-fielded using a pixel sensitivity
flat field, corrected for image shear following Sparks et al.
(2014), and co-added to result in a final set of (ordinary) o- and
(extraordinary) e-beam pairs for each of the four retarder
settings. A simple cosmic-ray rejection algorithm was applied
during the co-addition by comparing each frame, normalized
by the median in the spatial direction, to a median of all 18
similar spectra. The cosmic rays were identified in a mask
image, and omitted during the subsequent averaging of like-
frames. To derive the polarization information, we used the flux
ratio method (Miller et al. 1987). The normalized Stokes
parameters are given by q R R1 1q q( ) ( )� � � , where

Rq
I
I

I
I
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e

o

e
0
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45
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frames were derived without sky subtraction, which resulted in
a clean set of q and u images since sky lines are unpolarized,
and a Stokes I image, which includes the sky. The normalized q
and u data were converted to polarized intensities Stokes Q and
U by multiplying q and u by Stokes I. We then subtracted a sky
estimate from the Stokes I image by averaging the spectra
below the bright Hα rim seen in Figure 2 (to the lower left in
Figure 1), and subtracting it from Stokes I. This worked well,
as is evident from the lower panel of Figure 2. To measure the

line emission polarization, we took the 2.5 arcsec wide region
covering the bright rim (the entire filament structure is
≈10 arcsec across), and derived a spatially integrated spectrum
for I, Q, and U, Figure 3. We integrated the section from 653.6
to 658.6 nm for Hα and 483.6 to 488.6 for Hβ, after subtracting
“continuum” regions on either side, 619.6–649.6 nm and
662.6–692.6 nm for Hα and 449.6–479.6 and
492.6–522.6 nm for Hβ. The continuum baseline subtraction
served to remove any zero point offsets from the I, Q, and U
intensity spectra. The mean values for baseline subtracted Q
and U were divided by the mean of the sky subtracted, baseline
subtracted Stokes I to derive new, final normalized Stokes
parameters qf and uf, and hence polarization degree
p q uf f

2 2� � , and position angle U Qtan1
2

1( )R G� �� ,
where f includes the instrument rotation on the sky to slit
position angle −35° and the retarder offset calibration provided
by ESO.3 The rms dispersion of Q and U about the baseline fits
provided the uncertainty estimates used for Table 1.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3 illustrates the data used to derive the polarimetric
results presented in Table 1. For the narrow core of the
dominant Hα line, polarization is detected at a level ≈4.5σ,
p≈ 0.0128 polarization degree (i.e., 1.3% polarization) and
position angle at 143°.7, only 1°.3 from the perpendicular to the
filament. The Hβ polarization is barely significant, at an≈ 2σ
level, though the values are consistent within the uncertainties
with those for Hα, at position angle 13° +/−13° from the
filament perpendicular. The Hα results form the basis of our
assertion that polarized line emission has been discovered in
the SN 1006 remnant. We estimated that the intensity of the
narrow component In to that of the broad component Ib, within
the spectral range of the narrow component only, is In/Ib≈ 1.9
(cf. Nikolić et al. 2013). Hence if only the narrow component is
contributing to the polarization, the implied corrected polariza-
tion degree of the narrow component is pn≈ 0.0197, i.e.,
≈2.0% orthogonal to the filament direction.

4. DISCUSSION

Laming (1990) predicted emission line polarization due to
the highly anisotropic impact of energetic protons and
electrons. Specifically, Laming (1990) considers strong shocks
in a pure hydrogen plasma. For the range of shock parameters
he considers, he finds that the polarization vector should be
normal to the plane of the shock front. His analysis gives
predicted values of the polarization of the narrow Hα
component as seen in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of motion of the shock front, for various values of the shock
velocity and of the ratio β=Te/Ti of the electron to proton
post-shock temperatures. He also gives two sets of values,
depending on whether the Lyβ transition is optically thin (Case
A) or optically thick (Case B). The difference here is that if
Lyα photons are absorbed and then re-emitted at Hα, then
those Hα photons would have essentially zero net polarization.
Ghavamian et al. (2002) model the optical spectra of SN

1006. They observe essentially the same filament section as we
do. From their analysis, they conclude that the shock velocity is
2890+/−100 km s−1, and they require a low degree of

Figure 1. Location of 22 arcsec polarization slit segment on the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) image of the SN 1006 remnant. North is up, east is to the left;
the SNR filament is in position angle ≈55°.

3 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/inst/
pola.html
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electron–proton equilibration at the shock front, with β< 0.07.
They also conclude that the Lyβ optical depth is low,
τ(Lyβ)∼ 0.5.

Morlino et al. (2012) consider Balmer emission from
collisionless shocks in a partially ionized medium. For a shock
velocity of 3000 km s−1, they find that the ratio of flux from the

Figure 2. Upper, co-added spectra showing total intensity after basic reductions, and lower, same after subtraction of sky background showing strong Balmer
dominated shock spectrum. Lines visible are, right to left, Hα, Hβ, and Hγ.

Figure 3. Un-normalized spectra for Stokes I, Q, and U, each the total across a 2.5 arcsec spatial window centered on the bright filament rim and averaged over 18
individual sequences. Hence the total counts are ≈18× the y axis values. The Q and U plots have been lightly smoothed with a Gaussian of σ ≈ 0.37 nm.

Table 1
Polarimetry Results for Cores of Hα and Hβ Lines in the SN 1006 Remnant

SN 1006 Stokes I Q U p, pn
a θ

Hα 52201.2 663.4 +/−147.7 −64.9 +/−139 0.0128 +/−0.0028 143.7 +/−6.3
0.0197 +/− 0.0043

Hβ 12522.1 217.6 +/−107 −79.8 +/−107 0.0185 +/−0.0086 131.4 +/−13.2

Note.
a The polarization of the total narrow-line core is p, and the estimated polarization of the narrow component only, pn, assuming the broad component is unpolarized.
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are used to yield a complete set of linear Stokes polarization
spectra. Our observations used half-wave plate rotation angles
of 0°, 22°.5, 45°, and 67°.5. The spectral window includes the
first three lines of the Balmer series, Hα (656.3 nm), Hβ
(486.1 nm), and Hγ (434.1 nm), Figure 2.

Observations were obtained in VLT service mode on the
nights of 2013 April 12/13 (6 sequences), 2013 April 19/20 (8
sequences), and 2013 May 8 (4 sequences), for a total of 18
sequences, each sequence comprising a 305 s exposure for each
of four retarder settings, yielding a total exposure time on target
of 6.1 hr. Both polarized and unpolarized standard star
observations were provided by ESO, using the same observing
procedure.

The data were debiassed, flat-fielded using a pixel sensitivity
flat field, corrected for image shear following Sparks et al.
(2014), and co-added to result in a final set of (ordinary) o- and
(extraordinary) e-beam pairs for each of the four retarder
settings. A simple cosmic-ray rejection algorithm was applied
during the co-addition by comparing each frame, normalized
by the median in the spatial direction, to a median of all 18
similar spectra. The cosmic rays were identified in a mask
image, and omitted during the subsequent averaging of like-
frames. To derive the polarization information, we used the flux
ratio method (Miller et al. 1987). The normalized Stokes
parameters are given by q R R1 1q q( ) ( )� � � , where
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frames were derived without sky subtraction, which resulted in
a clean set of q and u images since sky lines are unpolarized,
and a Stokes I image, which includes the sky. The normalized q
and u data were converted to polarized intensities Stokes Q and
U by multiplying q and u by Stokes I. We then subtracted a sky
estimate from the Stokes I image by averaging the spectra
below the bright Hα rim seen in Figure 2 (to the lower left in
Figure 1), and subtracting it from Stokes I. This worked well,
as is evident from the lower panel of Figure 2. To measure the

line emission polarization, we took the 2.5 arcsec wide region
covering the bright rim (the entire filament structure is
≈10 arcsec across), and derived a spatially integrated spectrum
for I, Q, and U, Figure 3. We integrated the section from 653.6
to 658.6 nm for Hα and 483.6 to 488.6 for Hβ, after subtracting
“continuum” regions on either side, 619.6–649.6 nm and
662.6–692.6 nm for Hα and 449.6–479.6 and
492.6–522.6 nm for Hβ. The continuum baseline subtraction
served to remove any zero point offsets from the I, Q, and U
intensity spectra. The mean values for baseline subtracted Q
and U were divided by the mean of the sky subtracted, baseline
subtracted Stokes I to derive new, final normalized Stokes
parameters qf and uf, and hence polarization degree
p q uf f

2 2� � , and position angle U Qtan1
2

1( )R G� �� ,
where f includes the instrument rotation on the sky to slit
position angle −35° and the retarder offset calibration provided
by ESO.3 The rms dispersion of Q and U about the baseline fits
provided the uncertainty estimates used for Table 1.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3 illustrates the data used to derive the polarimetric
results presented in Table 1. For the narrow core of the
dominant Hα line, polarization is detected at a level ≈4.5σ,
p≈ 0.0128 polarization degree (i.e., 1.3% polarization) and
position angle at 143°.7, only 1°.3 from the perpendicular to the
filament. The Hβ polarization is barely significant, at an≈ 2σ
level, though the values are consistent within the uncertainties
with those for Hα, at position angle 13° +/−13° from the
filament perpendicular. The Hα results form the basis of our
assertion that polarized line emission has been discovered in
the SN 1006 remnant. We estimated that the intensity of the
narrow component In to that of the broad component Ib, within
the spectral range of the narrow component only, is In/Ib≈ 1.9
(cf. Nikolić et al. 2013). Hence if only the narrow component is
contributing to the polarization, the implied corrected polariza-
tion degree of the narrow component is pn≈ 0.0197, i.e.,
≈2.0% orthogonal to the filament direction.

4. DISCUSSION

Laming (1990) predicted emission line polarization due to
the highly anisotropic impact of energetic protons and
electrons. Specifically, Laming (1990) considers strong shocks
in a pure hydrogen plasma. For the range of shock parameters
he considers, he finds that the polarization vector should be
normal to the plane of the shock front. His analysis gives
predicted values of the polarization of the narrow Hα
component as seen in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of motion of the shock front, for various values of the shock
velocity and of the ratio β=Te/Ti of the electron to proton
post-shock temperatures. He also gives two sets of values,
depending on whether the Lyβ transition is optically thin (Case
A) or optically thick (Case B). The difference here is that if
Lyα photons are absorbed and then re-emitted at Hα, then
those Hα photons would have essentially zero net polarization.
Ghavamian et al. (2002) model the optical spectra of SN

1006. They observe essentially the same filament section as we
do. From their analysis, they conclude that the shock velocity is
2890+/−100 km s−1, and they require a low degree of

Figure 1. Location of 22 arcsec polarization slit segment on the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) image of the SN 1006 remnant. North is up, east is to the left;
the SNR filament is in position angle ≈55°.

3 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/inst/
pola.html
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ü Our calculation is consistent with the observation.

ü Polarized Ha has been reported by Sparks+15, but 
this is not spatially resolved…

ü Further observations of Ha polarimetry will bring 
new insights to particle acceleration!
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Figure 5. Radiative excitation rate for the transition from 1s to 3p (solid
lines) and total collisional excitation rate for the transitions from 1s
to 3s, 3p, and 3d (dots). The blue, red, and black lines indicate the
cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor (ii), and
the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii), respectively.
The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z !
0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock front,
respectively.

total intensity of H α including all contributions such as collisional
excitation, radiative excitation, and cascades from higher levels (up
to 4f in our model). Almost all radiative excitation comes from the
absorption of Ly β, which populates nH, 3p. Fig. 5 shows the radiative
rate for the transition from 1s to 3p and the total collisional rate of
the transitions from 1s to 3s, 3p, and 3d. The radiative excitation
dominates over the collisional excitation in the upstream region
because the Lyman lines are trapped. Thus, in the upstream region,
most of H α photons arise from the Ly β–H α conversion. In this
paper, for calculating the Stokes Q of H α, we approximate that all
of the 3p-state hydrogen atoms arise from Ly β absorption. Hence,
we obtain

nH,3p = nH,3p3/2 + nH,3p1/2 ≈
(

1 +
f1s,3p1/2

f1s,3p3/2

)
nH,3p3/2 , (38)

where f1s,3p1/2 = 0.026381 and f1s,3p3/2 = 0.052761 are the oscil-
lator strengths for the transitions from 1s to 3p1/2 and to 3p3/2,
respectively (Wiese & Fuhr 2009). Since we suppose the optically
thin limit for H α, the Stokes I of the scattered H α is given by
I (s)
ν = j

3p3/2,2s
ν,0 L, where L is a path-length along the line of sight and

jk,j
ν,µ is the emissivity for the transition from k to j. Note that our

line of sight is fixed along the y-axis (µ = 0). Thus, we obtain the
normalization factor of the Rayleigh scattering as

NR =
hν
4π nH,3p3/2A3p,2sφ

3p,2s
ν,µ L

∫ 1
−1 I

(i)
ν,µ

(
17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (39)

Here we estimate the intensity of Ly β in the scattering as

I (i)
ν,µ(z) = ILyβ

ν,µ (z)exp
[
−kν,µ(z)%z

|µ|

]
, (40)

where kν, µ is the absorption coefficient and ILyβ
ν,µ is the specific

intensity of Ly β. They are the outcome of the atomic population
calculations. The spatial resolution of our numerical calculation is
%z: kν, µ%z ! 0.08 at the far upstream region. The polarization

Figure 6. The polarization degree of H α. The blue, red, and black lines
indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only an electron heating precursor
(ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons (iii),
respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively. Positive values correspond to polarization along the z-
axis, while negative values correspond to polarization along the x-axis. Note
that these results includes all of atomic levels and processes unlike the result
shown in Fig. 2.

degree of H α, finally, is written as

Q(s)
ν

Iν,0
=

NR
∫ 1

−1 I (i)
ν,µ

(
3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ

jν,0L

=
nH,3pA3p,2s

(
1 +

f1s,3p1/2
f1s,3p3/2

)−1

nH,3sA3s,2p + nH,3pA3p,2s + nH,3dA3d,2p

×
∫ 1

−1 ILy β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

3
16 − 9

16 µ2
)

dµ
∫ 1

−1 I
Ly β
ν,µ e− kν,µ

|µ| %z
(

17
16 − 3

16 µ2
)

dµ
. (41)

Note that this polarization degree includes the effects of collisional
excitation, cascades from higher levels, and scattering in the case of
%j = 0 (transitions from 1s1/2 to 3p1/2 and subsequently to 2s1/2). In
particular, we assume that the precursor collisional excitation and
cascades yield completely unpolarized H α.

Fig. 6 shows the estimated polarization degree of H α in the
upstream region. Here the Stokes parameters are integrated over an
interval of frequency corresponding to the Doppler velocity range
−25 to 25 km s−1. As discussed in Section 2, the sign of Stokes
Q depends on the velocity modification. In the no precursor case
(i), the polarization degree is positive (!2 per cent) in the region
close to the shock front where the optical depth of Ly β is small.
Then, the polarization becomes negative at optical depth ∼1. Since
the Ly β radiated from the downstream region in the direction of
µ ≈ −1 (along the z-axis) is not so attenuated compared to that
radiated along µ ≈ 0, the ‘photon beam’ is elongated along the
z-axis, giving a negative polarization in the region distant from
the shock. Note that the polarization at z ! −5 × 1016 cm is
affected by the photon free escape boundary. On the other hand,
in the simple electron heating precursor case (ii), the polarization
degree is modest (!−1 per cent) in the precursor region. This is
because the electron heating precursor with no velocity modification
yields a uniform, isotropically emitting medium whose polarization
property is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the polarization degree
in front of the shock is !1 per cent in this case (the plots in
Fig. 6 overlap). In the modified shock case (iii), the polarization
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Figure 7. The surface brightness profile of H α. The blue, red, and black
lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the electron heating
precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons
(iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively.

is positive with a degree of ! 5 per cent. The degree of attenuation
of Ly β photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 1 depends on whether
the decelerated/non-decelerated atoms emit/absorb them, while the
photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 0 are attenuated by the both
populations of atoms. Thus, the photons with µ ≈ 0 are efficiently
attenuated resulting in positive polarization.

Fig. 7 shows the surface brightness profiles of the frequency-
integrated Stokes I for the three cases. In the existence of a
precursor, cases (ii) and (iii), the emission from the upstream
region is bright and comparable to that from the downstream region.
Thus, in an actual observation, the polarization of such precursor
emission is detectable. Indeed, Sparks et al. (2015) discovered the
polarized H α with a polarization degree of 2.0 ± 0.4 per cent at
SNR SN 1006. Note that the precursor emissions were reported in
several cases in the literature (e.g. Lee et al. 2007; Katsuda et al.
2016; Knežević et al. 2017) although their origin is still a matter
of debate. Candidates for the origin of these precursor emissions
often discussed are the CR precursor, a photoionization precursor,
and a fast neutral precursor as the result of charge exchange
reactions (e.g. Morlino et al. 2012). In particular, by constructing
an H α emission model with a fast neutral precursor, Morlino et al.
(2012) showed that the fast neutral precursor can contribute up to
∼40 per cent of the total H α emission in the case of complete
proton–electron temperature equilibration and Vsh ≈ 2500 km s−1.
Note that the fast neutral precursor also leads to an upstream velocity
modification of ∼10 per cent of Vsh (Blasi et al. 2012; Ohira 2012)
for Vsh ! 2000 km s−1. For Vsh " 2000 km s−1, the modification
hardly occurs because of the rapid decrease of the charge-exchange
cross-section at relative velocities "2000 km s−1.

Fig. 8 is the ratio of the frequency-integrated Stokes I of H β to
that of H α. The ratio does not depend on the existence of a velocity
modification, in other words, the net optical depth of the Lyman
lines does not depend on the modification. This is also indicated
by Fig. 5. The reason is that both decelerated and non-decelerated
hydrogen atoms survive sufficiently in the precursor region for the
absorption of Lyman lines. Thus, the polarimetry of H α is a unique
diagnostic for the velocity modification of a shock that is one of the
essential predictions for collisionless shocks efficiently accelerating
non-thermal particles.

The intensity ratio of H β to H α (the so-called Balmer decrement)
is often discussed as a ratio in photon counts, which is obtained by

Figure 8. The Balmer decrement (total intensity ratio of H β to H α). The
blue, red, and black lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the
electron heating precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with
decelerated protons (iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z !
−27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the
precursor front and the shock front, respectively.

multiplying the intensity ratio by a factor of 0.74 (see Shimoda &
Laming 2019). Tseliakhovich, Hirata & Heng (2012) evaluated the
ratio in photon counts as !0.3 for the case of only proton direct
collisional excitation by assuming Delta-function distributions for
protons and hydrogen atoms. Note that this estimate does not
include the Lyman–Balmer conversions and cascades from higher
levels. Following Tseliakhovich et al. (2012), if we evaluate the
downstream ratio in photon counts including the electron direct
collisional excitation for a typical relative collision velocity of
!3/4Vsh = 3000 km s−1, we obtain !0.38. Thus, the ratio at the edge
of downstream, !0.5 × 0.74 ! 0.37, may be almost determined by
the collisional excitation for typical relative velocities. Towards
the shock front, the ratio becomes smaller due to the Lyman–
Balmer conversions. Note that because the oscillator strength of
the transition from 1s to 3p is stronger than that to 4p, the Ly β–H α

conversion is more efficient than the Ly γ –H β conversion.

4 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We have shown that the polarimetry of H α can be a useful and
unique diagnostic of a CR modified shock. The H α emission
from the upstream region mainly originates from the Ly β–H α

conversion as a consequence of photon-scattering, even if there is an
electron heating precursor yielding collisional excitation. Therefore,
the upstream H α is linearly polarized with a polarization degree
of ∼ a few per cent. The polarization direction (angle) depends
strongly on whether there is a velocity modification. For the case
of no velocity modification, the polarization direction is parallel to
the shock surface. On the other hand, if there are velocity modified
hydrogen atoms generated by charge-exchange reactions with the
decelerated upstream protons, the direction is perpendicular to the
shock surface. Moreover, the upstream surface brightness of H α is
comparable to the downstream brightness. Furthermore, we have
shown that even if the velocity modification is just 5 per cent of Vsh,
the polarization of H α responds to the modification sensitively.
Hence, polarimetry of upstream H α may be realized that will
constrain the modification of the shock due to the CR back reactions
and bring new insights to particle acceleration in collisionless
shocks.

There is another diagnostic for the CR acceleration rate that is
often discussed. H α emission with full width at half-maximum
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Figure 7. The surface brightness profile of H α. The blue, red, and black
lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the electron heating
precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with decelerated protons
(iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z ! −27 × 1015 cm−2 and
ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the precursor front and the shock
front, respectively.

is positive with a degree of ! 5 per cent. The degree of attenuation
of Ly β photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 1 depends on whether
the decelerated/non-decelerated atoms emit/absorb them, while the
photons radiated in the direction µ ≈ 0 are attenuated by the both
populations of atoms. Thus, the photons with µ ≈ 0 are efficiently
attenuated resulting in positive polarization.

Fig. 7 shows the surface brightness profiles of the frequency-
integrated Stokes I for the three cases. In the existence of a
precursor, cases (ii) and (iii), the emission from the upstream
region is bright and comparable to that from the downstream region.
Thus, in an actual observation, the polarization of such precursor
emission is detectable. Indeed, Sparks et al. (2015) discovered the
polarized H α with a polarization degree of 2.0 ± 0.4 per cent at
SNR SN 1006. Note that the precursor emissions were reported in
several cases in the literature (e.g. Lee et al. 2007; Katsuda et al.
2016; Knežević et al. 2017) although their origin is still a matter
of debate. Candidates for the origin of these precursor emissions
often discussed are the CR precursor, a photoionization precursor,
and a fast neutral precursor as the result of charge exchange
reactions (e.g. Morlino et al. 2012). In particular, by constructing
an H α emission model with a fast neutral precursor, Morlino et al.
(2012) showed that the fast neutral precursor can contribute up to
∼40 per cent of the total H α emission in the case of complete
proton–electron temperature equilibration and Vsh ≈ 2500 km s−1.
Note that the fast neutral precursor also leads to an upstream velocity
modification of ∼10 per cent of Vsh (Blasi et al. 2012; Ohira 2012)
for Vsh ! 2000 km s−1. For Vsh " 2000 km s−1, the modification
hardly occurs because of the rapid decrease of the charge-exchange
cross-section at relative velocities "2000 km s−1.

Fig. 8 is the ratio of the frequency-integrated Stokes I of H β to
that of H α. The ratio does not depend on the existence of a velocity
modification, in other words, the net optical depth of the Lyman
lines does not depend on the modification. This is also indicated
by Fig. 5. The reason is that both decelerated and non-decelerated
hydrogen atoms survive sufficiently in the precursor region for the
absorption of Lyman lines. Thus, the polarimetry of H α is a unique
diagnostic for the velocity modification of a shock that is one of the
essential predictions for collisionless shocks efficiently accelerating
non-thermal particles.

The intensity ratio of H β to H α (the so-called Balmer decrement)
is often discussed as a ratio in photon counts, which is obtained by

Figure 8. The Balmer decrement (total intensity ratio of H β to H α). The
blue, red, and black lines indicate the cases of no precursor (i), only the
electron heating precursor (ii), and the electron heating precursor with
decelerated protons (iii), respectively. The vertical thin lines at ntot, 0z !
−27 × 1015 cm−2 and ntot, 0z ! 0 cm−2 indicate the locations of the
precursor front and the shock front, respectively.

multiplying the intensity ratio by a factor of 0.74 (see Shimoda &
Laming 2019). Tseliakhovich, Hirata & Heng (2012) evaluated the
ratio in photon counts as !0.3 for the case of only proton direct
collisional excitation by assuming Delta-function distributions for
protons and hydrogen atoms. Note that this estimate does not
include the Lyman–Balmer conversions and cascades from higher
levels. Following Tseliakhovich et al. (2012), if we evaluate the
downstream ratio in photon counts including the electron direct
collisional excitation for a typical relative collision velocity of
!3/4Vsh = 3000 km s−1, we obtain !0.38. Thus, the ratio at the edge
of downstream, !0.5 × 0.74 ! 0.37, may be almost determined by
the collisional excitation for typical relative velocities. Towards
the shock front, the ratio becomes smaller due to the Lyman–
Balmer conversions. Note that because the oscillator strength of
the transition from 1s to 3p is stronger than that to 4p, the Ly β–H α

conversion is more efficient than the Ly γ –H β conversion.

4 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We have shown that the polarimetry of H α can be a useful and
unique diagnostic of a CR modified shock. The H α emission
from the upstream region mainly originates from the Ly β–H α

conversion as a consequence of photon-scattering, even if there is an
electron heating precursor yielding collisional excitation. Therefore,
the upstream H α is linearly polarized with a polarization degree
of ∼ a few per cent. The polarization direction (angle) depends
strongly on whether there is a velocity modification. For the case
of no velocity modification, the polarization direction is parallel to
the shock surface. On the other hand, if there are velocity modified
hydrogen atoms generated by charge-exchange reactions with the
decelerated upstream protons, the direction is perpendicular to the
shock surface. Moreover, the upstream surface brightness of H α is
comparable to the downstream brightness. Furthermore, we have
shown that even if the velocity modification is just 5 per cent of Vsh,
the polarization of H α responds to the modification sensitively.
Hence, polarimetry of upstream H α may be realized that will
constrain the modification of the shock due to the CR back reactions
and bring new insights to particle acceleration in collisionless
shocks.

There is another diagnostic for the CR acceleration rate that is
often discussed. H α emission with full width at half-maximum

MNRAS 489, 2723–2731 (2019)
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Summary
pCosmic-Ray Modified Shocks (CRMSs) are one 

of essential prediction of the diffusive shock 
acceleration.
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Figure 3. Large upper panel shows a very deep Hα image of SN 1006, after continuum subtraction, obtained at the CTIO 4 m Blanco telescope with the Mosaic II
camera, 2010. The relatively bright filaments to the NW are saturated in this display, in order to emphasize the far fainter emission elsewhere in the remnant. The field
is 36′ square, and exactly matches that of the X-ray image, Figure 2. The smaller images below show both the 1998 and 2010 images at the same scale; most of the
features seen in the 2010 image are also visible in the earlier low-resolution image.

2013). We discuss these possibilities further in Section 8.3.
There are also several thin arcs of Balmer emission without an
obvious X-ray knot behind, which could have resulted from less
dense clumps of ejecta or ones that have dissipated.

In the NW, the new Hα image clearly shows the complex
structure ahead of the bright filaments, best shown in Figure 5
(center), where this region is displayed with a very hard stretch
to show the faintest emission. Very faint X-ray emission is also

seen outside the main Balmer filament, up to the outermost
limit of optical emission. The optical morphology indicates a
rippled sheet seen edge-on, with the multiple edges representing
tangencies at different locations (as shown by Hester 1987). It
has long been clear that this is the cause for the undulating
structure of the primary NW filament, but the deeper image
shows this structure to be more complex than previously
realized. The bright filament is the result of an encounter
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Figure 2. “True-color” X-ray mosaic of all the 2012 Chandra/ACIS observations of SN 1006; red = soft (0.5–1.2 keV), green = medium (1.2–2.0 keV), blue = hard
(2.0–7.0 keV). The synchrotron-dominated regions along the NE and SW rims are much harder than the thermal-dominated emission from elsewhere in SN 1006.

is presumably in the foreground or background and not physi-
cally associated with SN 1006 itself. It is not clear just which
emission features within the shell are physically associated, but
some—ones with associated X-ray features—definitely are, as
we discuss in the following section.

4. RELATION OF X-RAY AND OPTICAL FEATURES

Comparison between the X-ray and optical images shows
several thin arcs of Balmer emission, primarily within the
southern portion of the SN 1006 shell, that lie immediately in
front of some of the brighter tufts or flocculi of X-ray emission.
These X-ray structures, also seen in previous X-ray images, have
scales that are typically 10′′–30′′ (0.1–0.3 pc). Two examples are
shown in Figure 4. These Balmer filaments seen (in projection)
in the remnant interior strongly resemble bowshocks, and the
X-ray tufts behind them have spectra indicating that they are
ejecta-dominated (see Section 6). These are probably similar
structures to the far brighter bulge in the NW Balmer filament,
at about 2 o’clock in Figure 3, which precedes a bright thermal

X-ray knot that has long been attributed to an ejecta bullet (Long
et al. 2003; Vink et al. 2003; Broersen et al. 2013).

The presence of Balmer emission absolutely requires partially
neutral interstellar H ahead of the shock, so the bowshock
features must be located on the front or back sides of the
remnant’s shell, seen in the interior only in projection. The X-ray
knots behind them have a somewhat flattened appearance,
consistent with ejecta running into interstellar material. There
are many small X-ray tufts similar to those shown in Figure 4,
and with a spectral character that indicates SN ejecta, but that
are not preceded by optical bowshocks. This absence simply
indicates the absence of neutral gas in front of them; they may
not have reached the remnant shell, or the pre-shock gas at that
point could be fully ionized or too tenuous to produce significant
Balmer emission. The origin of the X-ray tufts—whether with
or without associated Balmer bowshocks—is not obvious; they
could have resulted from small-scale density inhomogeneities
imprinted during the explosion itself (Orlando et al. 2012), or
they could be the result of more recent Rayleigh–Taylor (R-T)
instabilities in the expanding ejecta (e.g., Warren & Blondin
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Figure 2. “True-color” X-ray mosaic of all the 2012 Chandra/ACIS observations of SN 1006; red = soft (0.5–1.2 keV), green = medium (1.2–2.0 keV), blue = hard
(2.0–7.0 keV). The synchrotron-dominated regions along the NE and SW rims are much harder than the thermal-dominated emission from elsewhere in SN 1006.

is presumably in the foreground or background and not physi-
cally associated with SN 1006 itself. It is not clear just which
emission features within the shell are physically associated, but
some—ones with associated X-ray features—definitely are, as
we discuss in the following section.

4. RELATION OF X-RAY AND OPTICAL FEATURES

Comparison between the X-ray and optical images shows
several thin arcs of Balmer emission, primarily within the
southern portion of the SN 1006 shell, that lie immediately in
front of some of the brighter tufts or flocculi of X-ray emission.
These X-ray structures, also seen in previous X-ray images, have
scales that are typically 10′′–30′′ (0.1–0.3 pc). Two examples are
shown in Figure 4. These Balmer filaments seen (in projection)
in the remnant interior strongly resemble bowshocks, and the
X-ray tufts behind them have spectra indicating that they are
ejecta-dominated (see Section 6). These are probably similar
structures to the far brighter bulge in the NW Balmer filament,
at about 2 o’clock in Figure 3, which precedes a bright thermal

X-ray knot that has long been attributed to an ejecta bullet (Long
et al. 2003; Vink et al. 2003; Broersen et al. 2013).

The presence of Balmer emission absolutely requires partially
neutral interstellar H ahead of the shock, so the bowshock
features must be located on the front or back sides of the
remnant’s shell, seen in the interior only in projection. The X-ray
knots behind them have a somewhat flattened appearance,
consistent with ejecta running into interstellar material. There
are many small X-ray tufts similar to those shown in Figure 4,
and with a spectral character that indicates SN ejecta, but that
are not preceded by optical bowshocks. This absence simply
indicates the absence of neutral gas in front of them; they may
not have reached the remnant shell, or the pre-shock gas at that
point could be fully ionized or too tenuous to produce significant
Balmer emission. The origin of the X-ray tufts—whether with
or without associated Balmer bowshocks—is not obvious; they
could have resulted from small-scale density inhomogeneities
imprinted during the explosion itself (Orlando et al. 2012), or
they could be the result of more recent Rayleigh–Taylor (R-T)
instabilities in the expanding ejecta (e.g., Warren & Blondin
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Figure 2. “True-color” X-ray mosaic of all the 2012 Chandra/ACIS observations of SN 1006; red = soft (0.5–1.2 keV), green = medium (1.2–2.0 keV), blue = hard
(2.0–7.0 keV). The synchrotron-dominated regions along the NE and SW rims are much harder than the thermal-dominated emission from elsewhere in SN 1006.

is presumably in the foreground or background and not physi-
cally associated with SN 1006 itself. It is not clear just which
emission features within the shell are physically associated, but
some—ones with associated X-ray features—definitely are, as
we discuss in the following section.

4. RELATION OF X-RAY AND OPTICAL FEATURES

Comparison between the X-ray and optical images shows
several thin arcs of Balmer emission, primarily within the
southern portion of the SN 1006 shell, that lie immediately in
front of some of the brighter tufts or flocculi of X-ray emission.
These X-ray structures, also seen in previous X-ray images, have
scales that are typically 10′′–30′′ (0.1–0.3 pc). Two examples are
shown in Figure 4. These Balmer filaments seen (in projection)
in the remnant interior strongly resemble bowshocks, and the
X-ray tufts behind them have spectra indicating that they are
ejecta-dominated (see Section 6). These are probably similar
structures to the far brighter bulge in the NW Balmer filament,
at about 2 o’clock in Figure 3, which precedes a bright thermal

X-ray knot that has long been attributed to an ejecta bullet (Long
et al. 2003; Vink et al. 2003; Broersen et al. 2013).

The presence of Balmer emission absolutely requires partially
neutral interstellar H ahead of the shock, so the bowshock
features must be located on the front or back sides of the
remnant’s shell, seen in the interior only in projection. The X-ray
knots behind them have a somewhat flattened appearance,
consistent with ejecta running into interstellar material. There
are many small X-ray tufts similar to those shown in Figure 4,
and with a spectral character that indicates SN ejecta, but that
are not preceded by optical bowshocks. This absence simply
indicates the absence of neutral gas in front of them; they may
not have reached the remnant shell, or the pre-shock gas at that
point could be fully ionized or too tenuous to produce significant
Balmer emission. The origin of the X-ray tufts—whether with
or without associated Balmer bowshocks—is not obvious; they
could have resulted from small-scale density inhomogeneities
imprinted during the explosion itself (Orlando et al. 2012), or
they could be the result of more recent Rayleigh–Taylor (R-T)
instabilities in the expanding ejecta (e.g., Warren & Blondin
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the assumption of a spectral difference between the NE and the
SW region. The large uncertainties on SWG make this difference
not significant and more data are crucially needed to shed light
on this point. Finally, the presence or not of a hadronic
component does not explain why the SW region is fainter than
the NE region in the GeV band. This could mean that the IC
emission is dimmer in this energy band, for instance due to a
harder electron population in the SW region where part of the
shock is interacting with a cloud. Again, more data is needed to
confirm this effect.

As the new spectral points for the whole remnant are very
close to the upper limits from Acero et al. (2015b), our
modeling is consistent with the one shown in the upper panel of
Figure 6 in Miceli et al. (2016); we confirm that a total hadronic
energy of 5 1049´ erg is conceivable to explain the HE γ-ray
emission in the SW region of SN1006.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we studied the shell-type SNRs HESSJ1731
−347 and SN1006 in the GeV band. Analyzing 8 years of LAT
Pass 8 data in the energy range 1 GeV− 2 TeV, we found
significant γ-ray excesses at the positions of both sources. The
spectral study using templates derived from the H.E.S.S. excess
maps revealed a photon index of 1.66 0.16 0.12stat systG =
for HESSJ1731−347 and 1.79 0.17 0.27stat systG = for
SN1006, both in agreement with previous works (Acero et al.
2015b; Xing et al. 2016). Although a detection of these two
sources with Fermi-LAT was not expected without several more
years of data, as argued in Acero et al. (2015b)ʼs conclusion, the
improved efficiency of the Pass8 data combined with an energy
range extended to higher energy made it feasible.

In our Figure 3, we reproduce Figure 3 from Acero et al.
(2015b) and overlay HESSJ1731−347 and SN1006 spectral
points in the GeV–TeV band. We can see that the new spectra
are in good agreement with the models. Overall, the hard
spectra of these SNRs suggest a common scenario in which the
bulk of the γ-ray emission is produced by inverse Compton

scattering of high-energy electrons. The γ-ray emission is likely
to be leptonic dominated. However, this does not rule out
efficient hadron acceleration in these TeV shells and the
spectral asymmetry visible in SN1006 might be a first
evidence in this respect.
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Figure 3. Large upper panel shows a very deep Hα image of SN 1006, after continuum subtraction, obtained at the CTIO 4 m Blanco telescope with the Mosaic II
camera, 2010. The relatively bright filaments to the NW are saturated in this display, in order to emphasize the far fainter emission elsewhere in the remnant. The field
is 36′ square, and exactly matches that of the X-ray image, Figure 2. The smaller images below show both the 1998 and 2010 images at the same scale; most of the
features seen in the 2010 image are also visible in the earlier low-resolution image.

2013). We discuss these possibilities further in Section 8.3.
There are also several thin arcs of Balmer emission without an
obvious X-ray knot behind, which could have resulted from less
dense clumps of ejecta or ones that have dissipated.

In the NW, the new Hα image clearly shows the complex
structure ahead of the bright filaments, best shown in Figure 5
(center), where this region is displayed with a very hard stretch
to show the faintest emission. Very faint X-ray emission is also

seen outside the main Balmer filament, up to the outermost
limit of optical emission. The optical morphology indicates a
rippled sheet seen edge-on, with the multiple edges representing
tangencies at different locations (as shown by Hester 1987). It
has long been clear that this is the cause for the undulating
structure of the primary NW filament, but the deeper image
shows this structure to be more complex than previously
realized. The bright filament is the result of an encounter
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a bow shock nebula propagating through
fully ionized ISM, as seen in the rest frame of the pulsar. The dot–dashed
rectangle shows the region zoomed in Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Montage of H α images of optical bow shocks associated with
PWNe. Shown are J2224+65, the so-called Guitar nebula (Chatterjee &
Cordes 2002), J0742−2822, J2030+4415 and J2124−3348 (Brownsberger
& Romani 2014).

with a bright head, a faint neck and a body consisting of several
larger bubbles.

Although the morphologies of these nebulae vary from source to
source, there are a number of common features which, in our view,
not only reflect the intrinsic dynamical properties of the flows, but
which are also independent of the subtle details of both the pulsar
winds (e.g. the relative orientation of the velocity and spin axis) and
of the ISM. We stress the fact that all bow shock nebulae show qual-
itatively similar morphological features not expected from simple
fluid models. In the X-ray and radio bands the tails show highly non-
trivial morphologies with quasi-periodic variations in the intensity
(e.g. Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2008). For example, in the case of the
Guitar nebula the tail shows quasi-periodic bubble-like structures
(van Kerkwijk & Ingle 2008).

These peculiar tail shapes have been interpreted as the result
of density variations in the ISM (Romani, Cordes & Yadigaroglu

1997; Vigelius et al. 2007). However, based on the following con-
siderations, we find this explanation unsatisfactory: (i) all tails show
similar morphological variations (see Fig. 2); (ii) a common char-
acteristic of these bow shock nebulae is that they are all highly
symmetric with respect to the direction of motion of the pulsar –
this is not expected if variations are due to the external medium; (iii)
morphological features in H α, radio and X-rays are quasi-periodic
– this is also not expected from random ISM density variations.
From these observations we conclude that the peculiar morpholog-
ical features result from the internal dynamics of the pulsar wind,
rather than through inhomogeneities in the ISM.

van Kerkwijk & Ingle (2008) have also previously proposed that
the morphology of the Guitar nebula could be explained by (uniden-
tified) instabilities in the jet-like flow of pulsar material away from
the bow shock. Alternatively, Bucciantini & Bandiera (2001) and
Bucciantini (2002b) have suggested that the mass loading of pulsar
wind nebulae (PWNe) may strongly affect their dynamics. These
authors have shown that a non-negligible fraction of neutral atoms
can cross the shocked ISM behind the bow shock without undergo-
ing any interaction, thereby enabling these atoms to propagate into
the pulsar wind region. Once inside the wind, neutral hydrogen can
be ionized by UV or X photons emitted by the nebula, and possibly
by collisions with relativistic electrons and positrons, resulting in a
net mass loading of the wind.

In order to study this scenario, Bucciantini & Bandiera (2001) and
Bucciantini (2002b) extended the thin-layer approximation used to
model cometary nebulae (Bandiera 1993; Wilkin 1996, 2000). The
thin-layer approximation is conceptually analogous to a 1D model
as it neglects the thickness of the nebula, while all quantities depend
only on the distance from the apex. Despite the above-mentioned
simplifications, these models provide a good description of the head
region of the nebulae in terms of shape, hydrogen penetration length
scale and H α luminosity, as was later confirmed by more accurate
2D axisymmetric simulations, both in the HD regime (Bucciantini
2002a; Gaensler et al. 2004) and in the relativistic magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) regime (Bucciantini, Amato & Del Zanna 2005).
Using a 3D model, Vigelius et al. (2007) were able to extend the
study of these systems by also taking into account either a non-
uniform ambient medium, or the anisotropy of the pulsar wind
energy flux. However, none of these models is able to explain the
peculiar morphology of the H α emission often observed in the tail
regions of bow shock nebulae.

While the above-mentioned studies focused primarily on the head
of bow shock nebulae, the aim of the present paper is to investigate
the effect of neutral hydrogen on the tail region of these nebulae. The
question we would like to investigate is whether the mass loading
of neutral hydrogen in the pulsar wind can explain the peculiar
morphology observed at H α, radio and X-ray energies. In order to
focus on the effect of mass loading on the evolution of bow shock
nebulae, complications introduced by magnetic field pressure (and
topology) are neglected in the present paper. These aspects are
indeed necessary for a comprehensive and realistic treatment of the
problem, and will be the subject of a future study.

At this point the question arises as to whether one can use obser-
vations of the heliosphere to understand the problem formulated in
the previous paragraph. Although mass loading plays an important
role in the dynamics of the solar wind (Baranov, Krasnobaev &
Kilikovskii 1971; Baranov 1990; Zank 1999), there are a number of
key differences between this scenario and the pulsar wind scenario.
First, the velocity of the Sun through the ISM is, most likely, weakly
subfast magnetosonic (McComas et al. 2012), whereas the pul-
sar’s motion is highly supersonic; secondly, the pulsar wind is very
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Balmer line emissions (especially Hα) are 
ubiquitously seen in collisionless shocks 
propagating into the ISM.
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filament, for a good sky subtraction. It is virtually identical
to the position used by KWC87. We obtained 4 exposures
at this location, with a total exposure time of 8400 s, which
we combined into a single two-dimensional spectrum fol-
lowing initial reduction.

The data were reduced using standard IRAF6 procedures
of bias subtraction, flat fielding, and illumination correc-
tion. Spectra of a HeNeAr lamp taken at the beginning and
end of the series of object frames were used for wavelength
calibration. We subtracted the night sky contribution from
the two-dimensional spectrum using emission from the two
ends of the slit. The H! line profiles (both broad and narrow
components) were nearly constant along the observed fila-
ment; therefore, we integrated the emission along the slit to
obtain a single high signal-to-noise ratio spectrum from a
5100 section of the filament (Figs. 2 and 3). Exposures of sev-
eral spectrophotometric standard stars from Hamuy et al.
(1994) were used for flux calibration. We estimate an abso-
lute photometric accuracy of 20% for our quoted emission
line fluxes.

3. DETECTED EMISSION LINES

Among the most interesting new features in our optical
data are the detection of broad H" and He i #6678. To our
knowledge, this is the first detection of the #6678 line in a
pure nonradiative shock. The neutral He atoms passing
downstream are unaffected by the electromagnetic turbu-
lence at the shock front. Therefore, neutral He atoms
remain cool throughout the shock and produce narrow
emission lines unresolved in our data. On the other hand,
since He+ is an ion, it is heated at the shock front by the
same collisionless processes that heat the electrons and ions.
Therefore, we expect the He ii #4686 line to be broad and
more difficult to detect than the He i #6678 line. There is a
hint of the He ii #4686 line at a low (1.5 $) statistical signifi-

cance. The surface brightnesses of the detected emission
lines from northwest SN 1006 appear in Table 1. We have
used E(B!VÞ ¼ 0:11 (Schweizer & Middleditch 1980) to
obtain dereddened line intensities from our measured
spectra.

Fig. 1.—Narrowband H! image of northwest SN 1006, acquired from
the CTIO 0.9 m telescope in 1998 June, shortly before the spectroscopy
reported here. The location and P.A. of the 200 $ 50 RC Spectrograph slit is
marked. North is at the top; east is to the left.

6 IRAF is distributed by theNational Optical AstronomyObservatories,
which is operated by AURA, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation.

Fig. 2.—Full one-dimensional spectrum of the northwest SN 1006
Balmer filament. Narrow emission lines of H!, H", H%, and H& are
detected, along with broad emission lines in H!, H", and possibly H%.
The sharp feature near the middle of the spectrum is an artifact of the sky
subtraction.

Fig. 3.—Close-up view of the northwest SN 1006 Balmer spectrum. No
smoothing has been applied. Among the newly detected lines is He i #6678.
There may also be a weak detection of the He ii #4686 line.
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Spectrum of Balmer line 
Emissions 
(Ghavamian+02, for SNR 
SN 1006)

The lines consist of 
“narrow” and ”broad” 
components.
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ü Emission Mechanism (e.g. Chevalier+80)
• The collisionless shock is 

formed by the interaction 
between charged particles 
and plasma waves.

• The neutral particles (e.g. 
hydrogen atoms) are not 
affected.
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ü Emission Mechanism (e.g. Chevalier+80)

H + p (or e) → H* + p (or e)

H + p → p + H*

p Collisional Excitation

p Charge Transfer
Emits “narrow” comp.

Emits “broad” comp.

The “broad” component 
reflects the downstream 
temperature of protons.
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